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News In Brief
Grand jury witnesses couldn't
back Ggetz's story of shooting
NEW YORK ( AP — None of the witnesses who testified before
a grand jury investigating Bernhard Goetz' shooting of four teenagers aboard a subway last December could corroborate Goetz'
account, the Daily News reported today.
The witnesses could neither confirm nor deny Goetz's version
because none of them watched the Dec. 22 incident from beginning to end, the News said.
-- The newspaper reported without attribution that it "has learned" that none of the witnesses could confirm that the youths had
asked Goetz for $5, or whether they came as close to Goetz as he
told police they did.
Witnesses reportedly told the grand jury they saw the four
teen-agers harass a number of people on the train before
approaching Gotriz but that the youths did not threaten any of the
passengers physically or ask for money.
In additional testimony, witnesses told the grand jury they
became uneasy because of the harassment by the youths, the
News said.
After hearing the testimony of several witnesses, the grand
jury decided not to indict Goetz on charges of attempted murder,
but returned three counts of illegally possessing weapons.
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More Saturday classes? Calloway out again
Calloway County had a good
school turnout Saturday — considering it was a Saturday.
Countywide, 90.6 percent of
the school district's students
showed up for classes, in a
makeup day for one of the 15
days Calloway has missed due to
the snow. Jimmy Nix, director
of pupil personnel, said school
administrators were "very
pleased" with the attendance
rate.
Maintaining order was no problem, afid most students were
understanding about having to
take classes on their favorite
day off, Nix said.
"Most kids would rather come
now when it's cold, than have to

go later," he said. "There's not
much you can do outside in this
kind of weather."
Classes were held at normal
times, and students' attention
didn't seem to be hurt by the
situation, Nix -added. They had
only been in school since
Wednesday.
Highest attendance was at the
middle school, where 4)5 percent
of the students showed up.
Lowest
88 percent — was at
the high school. Nix said many
students, particularly 11th- and
12th-graders, had prior commitments such as working.
Attendance is normally
or
97 percent district-wide.
Middle school Principal Roy

Cothran called it "one of the best
days we've had_ The kids had a
real good attitude."
In-class concentration seemed
to be as good as normal, "Except. when somebody reminded
them they were missing The
Smurfs," Cothran laughed. He
said students were told, "This is
just like any other day except we
will be putting up with less
foolishness."
Despite the good experience
with Saturday school, no one
wants to make a habit of it. As
Cothran put it''The students
said, one or two days we can
handle, but every Saturday,
no."
With yet another snow day to-

Elsewhere...
By The Aeaselated Pr.
WASHINGTON"— King Fahd of Saudi Arabia, calling today on
President Reagan at the White House, wants the United States to
take a more active diplomatic role in the Middle East, beginning
with pressure on Israel to make concessions to the Palestinians.
SEOUL,South Korea — Two U.S. congressmen urge President
Reagan to cancel an American-South Korean summit to protest
what they described as the roughing up of dissident leader Kim
Dae-jung as he returned from exile.
ATLANTA — Nearly three years after the conviction of Wayne
Williams, a controversial movie on a series of killings of young
blacks sent preachers to their pulpits to discuss the film as mental health workers os offering tips on calming children's fears.
Slug PM-Williams Movie. .
NEW YORK — Far the 13th time in 15 days, heat complaint No.
19588 was ignored. In News York, with its share of tragedies arid
forgotten victims, death becomes a statistic, a passing mention
on the evening news. On Super Bowl Sunday, Frances Fulton and
James Kelly became a statistic.
WASHINGTON — Tax shelters cost the federal treasury
enough money last year to finance the governtnent's
chief
welfare program, food stamps and student loans — adding about
$300 to the average person's tax bill, the Ralph Nader
group
Public Citizen reports.
WASHINGTON — Their treasuries benefitting from economi
c
recovery, state after state is considering ways of making good
on
all the talk about improving education, an Associated
Press
survey finds.
SOWETO,South Africa — Nelson Mandela's daughter says her
father, imprisoned since 1964 as a black activist, has rejected
the
white-minority government's offer of conditional release. "I
cannot sell my birthright, nor am I prepared to sell the birthrigh
t of
the people, to be free," he tells her.
HOUSTON — A Houston woman who knew she "had to
do
something- about an attempted kidnapping and a suburba
n
Chicago man who "was just like 'The Fall Guy' on TV"
when he
jumped on a car that was speeding away with his sons inside
were among the citizens who helped thwart weekend crimes.
ATLANTA — The road to Jimmy Carter's presidential library
and policy center is strewn with roadblocks, including opponent
s
chaining themselves to trees and a lawsuit that claims the
road
would destroy city neighborhoods. 'Although Construction 'of
the
$25 million library has not halted, the battle over the 2.4-mile,
.
four-lane parkway, which Carter has said is "closely tied" to
his
complex, has escalated in recent weeks.

Today In.History
Today is Monday, Feb. 11, the 42nd day of
1985. There are 323
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history: On Febr. 11,
1812. a new word
entered the American political lexicon:
"gerrymandering." The
word was coined after the Massachusetts
legislature, at the
behest of Gov. Elbridge Gerry, passed a redistric
ting bill that
was advantageous to Gerry's party.
'Today's birthdays: Actress Eva Gabor and
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, are 64. Actor Leslie Nielsen
is 63. Actor Conrad
Janis is 57. Actor Burt Reynolds is 49. Musician
Sergio Mendes is
44.
Thought for today: "What a lovely world we're
in, if only we'd
let ourselves see it." — Terence Rattinga
n, British playwright
(1911-1977).
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U.S. agent
in Mexico
believed
kidnapped
WASHINGTON
API =Mexican and U.S. authorities
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!Drug Enforcement Ad Ministration agent believed
to have been kidnapped by
drug •traffickers in Guadalajara, Mexico, the DEA said..
The agent, Enrique Salazar
Camarena, 37.."left the DEA
office shortly after noon
Thursdak for a luncheon date
with his wife and has not been
seen since," DEA spokesman
Robert Feldkamp said late
Sunday.
"However. DEA learned
from an eyewitness Sunday
that four armed men were
seen abducting him and
throwing him into a car in
Guadalajara," Feldkamp
added.
He said the kidnappers,
believed to be drug traffickers. had made no contact
or ransom demand. He noted
this was the first suspected
kidnapping Of a DEA agent in
Mexico

Max Hurt
honored on
86th hirthda).-

He added, however, that
"last October in Guadalajara, the U.S. government
vehicle of another DEA agent
assigned to Guadalajara was
machinegunned by unknown
individuals outside Of the
agent's house."
He said there were no injuries or arrests in that
incident.
Feldkamp said that since
Camarena's reported abduction, additional DEA agents
have been rushed to Guadalajara, located about 2.80 miles
west of Mexico City, from the
Mexican capital and Texas to
assist local police in the
search.

Max Hurt, longtime Murray
businessman and one of
Murray State's earliest
alumni, was given a surprise
birthday party in honor of
his 86th birthday today. Pictured above is Rev. Fil
Boston as he says a few
words about Hurt, who is
seated at far left with his
wife, Mmis. At right is
Jerry McCuiston pinning a
special boutonniere on Hurt
at the birthday breakfast
held early today at the Murray Holiday Inn. More than
100 friends and relatives attended the special
celebration.

Camarena has been been
with the DEA since June 1974
In June 1980, he was assigned
to the agency's office in
Guadalajara. where he lived
_with his wife, Geneva, and
three children. Feldkamp
said.

Staff photos b, Kevin Bearden

-A travelers advisory is in
effect tonight as snow. continues. Breezy and cold with
'snow accumulations of 2 to 4
inches possible. Lows 20 to 25.
Chance of snciw near 100 percent tonight and west winds
10 to 20 mph.
Tuesday breezy and cold
with a 40 percent chance of
light snow.

day, school officials are looking
at the possibility of more Saturday school days. Calloway now
has 16 snow days, five of which
have yet to be scheduled for
makeup.
Superintendent Jack Rose and
others hope the state will allow a
week of "calamity days" that dc
not have to be made Up. Otherwise, they must extend school
into the first week of June, hold
classes . during spring break.,
and-or hold more Saturday
school days.
CaliowaY cilled school Off at
mid-morning today. Mufray
Elementary schools were let out
at 12:25 p.m. and the middle and
high schools at 1 p.m.

Report: remains of five MIAs being returned
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) —
The Vietnamese government
will turel-vir.,ci
the United
States the remains of five people
It says are Americans listed as
missing in action in the Vietnam
War, reliable sources disclosed
today.

"It's a welcome gesture ins
continuing effort to establish a
complete resolution of the
-.issue," said one U.S.. source in
LAKE LEVELS
• referring to the 2.483 Americans
Kentucky Lake
s,
354.3• . missing in action
in Southeast
Barkley Lake
'
354.2
Asia. The sources spoke only on

condition they not be identified.
"going well" but had no details.
they would hand over the reThe United States has said
Radio Hanoi also reported
mains of the Americans but they
that substantial progress and
that the American officers
did not fix a date
'Cooperation in resolving - the
visited a Site in the Hanoi area
Any remains will be flown to
MIA issue is a condition for
where an American.plane was
The Army's Centrhl Identificaestablishing• diplomatic relashot down.
tion Laboratory in Honolulu to
tions with Vietnam
try to malie positive
In_a related development. a
There was no indication'from
identification.
U.S. team arrived to search in
Vietnam when or where the reLaos for the remains of 13
mains of the five bies menLast July, Hanoi turned over
American .servicemen _missing. tinned by the sources . were. Right sets of remains ,to
- the
in the crash of an Air Force
found.
/United States. Six have been
C-130 transport plane shot down
Vietnamese authorities who
positively identified as
in December 1,972. A source at
deal with MIAs told their U.S.
Americans while no deterrnina
the'U.S. Embassy in Vientiane. -counterparts at a quarterly
tion has been made yet on the
Laos. said today the search was • meeting. in Hanoi last week that
other tWrq.
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'Reading in an Information Age'
topic of Murray State workshop
Dr'. Ira E. Aaron, immediate
past president of the International Reading Association
URA). will be the keynote
speaker for the 10th annual
Robert F. Alsup Lecture and
Workshop Series in Reading at
Murray State University Friday
and Saturday. Feb. 15-16.
He will deliver addresses at
6:30 p.m. Friday and at 9 a.m.
Saturday in the auditorium of the
Special Education Building. His
presentations will highlight the

conference, which has as its
theme "Reading in an Information Age.''
Titles of his lectures are
"Reading in an Information Ake"
on Friday and "Touching .Lives
witkChildren's'and Young Adult
Books" on Saturday. A reception
will follow the Friday program.
Sponsored by the Department
of Special Education of the College of Education, the conference
provides university students,
teachers and interested in-

dividuals opportunities to hear
leaders at the international and
regional levels speak on.current
topics in reading instruction. ;
It is named in memory of Dr.
Robert F. Alsup, who joined the
faculty in 1955 and retired as
director of the Division of
Reading in 1976. He was selected
in 1974 to receive the Alumni
Association's
coveted
Distinguished Professor of the
Year Award. Alsup died in 1979.
Two workshop sessions are

scheduled at 10:15 and 11:10 a.m.
following Aaron's keynote address on Saturday. Each of four
workshops will be repeated, giving participants an opportunity to
attend the two of their choice.
Workshop titles and presenters
are: "Recreational Reading is
Fundamental" by Jeanette
Turner, Geneva Guinn, Gary
Hawks, Shirley Ezell and Penny
Wallace of the Trigg County
Schools; "Children's Literature:
A Must!" by Kerby Parrish of the
Hopkins County Schools; "Alternative Strategies for Teaching a
Basal Lesson" by Dr. Reta Hicks
4..of Western Kentucky University;
and "Communicating with a
Computer" by Dr. Joe Baust and
Dr. Willis Johnson of Murray

Valentine's Day
Sale

1.

•

---•••:••••••,-
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•

elude "Teaching Word Recognition Skills" and articles in
several professional journals.
Aaron is the coauthor of
undergraduate and inservice
modules on the teaching of
reading and coauthor of several
series of basal readers.
He was the first editor of IRA's
"Reading Aids Series" and
coauthor of one title in that
series. He also produced a series
of videotapes on the "Teaching of
Reading."
Aaron, who earned the A.B.J.
and M.Ed. degrees at the University of Georgia and the Ph.D.
degree at the University of Minnesota. has served on the IRA
board of directors and is currently active on several IRA
committees.

to 53% on selected
shirts for men and women. -

Choose from this group of men's Par Four" knit shirts of polyester/cotton. Assorted solids
and stripes For women, pick from poly/cotton button-front pshirts with extra details.
A. Tipped coliar-knit Shirt
B. Stripe knit shirt
C. Stripe knit shirt

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 12:30-5:30 g.itn.

'Orig.
$15
- $16
$16

Sale
8.99
8.99
8.99

D. Long sleeve plaid shirt
E. Ribbon collar shirt
F. Ruffled collar shirt

Orig. Salle
$15_6.99
$14 6.99

$14 6.99
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He has been a member of the
editorial advisory board/committee of professional publications, including The Reading
Teacher, Journal of Reading and
Reading Research Quarterly.
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Spelling bee
set Tuesday
The Calloway County EducatiOn Association and the Murray
Theaters will sponsor the annual
Calloylay County, !Spelling,Bee',
on Tuesday, Feb. 12, at 1 p.m. at
the „Calloway County Board
office.
Tommy Brown, manager of
the Murray Theatres,, will present the first-place winner with
$50 and all contestants with
passes to the Murray Theaters.
The Calloway County Education Association will present the
first-place winner with $25,
second-place winner with $15,
and third-place winner with $10.
Parents of contestants and interested citizens are invited to
attend, a spokesman Said.
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Calloway.school board
will meet tomorrow

Indictments made by a
Calloway County grand jury
were issued in Circuit Court this
morning. An indictment of an
unnamed Murray man is expected I er this week: a police
investigat
'nto his case
continues.
The indicted persons and their
charges are:
Ralph Burch, armed robbery,
theft over $100; Donna Bonner,
receiving stolen property, two
counts; Ricky Stone, driOtng
under the influence, leaving
scene of an accident, two traffic
violations; Betty Jones, possession of a forged instrument,
pleaded guilty, sentenced to one
year in a state correctional
institution.
Also, Billy Dale Houston,
second-degree burglary, theft
over $100; Ronnie Fortner, theft
over $100; Michael Coy, theft
over $100, three counts; Jimmy
W. Stubblefield, Jr., secondiiegree burglary, theft over $100,
persistent felony offendersecond degree; Billy T.
Morefield, multiple counts of
sodomy in varying degrees;
Joyce Ann Pierce, theft by
deception over $100-six counts.
Also, Michael Jackson, two
counts receiving stolen property; James Edward Morgan,
three counts receiving stolen
property, two counts criminal
conspiracy. PFO-Jst degree;
Robert Dale Morgan, three
counts receiving stolen property, two counts criminal conspiracy, PFO-2nd aegree ;
Michael Scott Maim, three
counts receiving stolen property', two counts conspiracy,
PFO-1st degree, burglary-third
degree, theft over $100, PF0-1st
degree; Sam Alexander Smith,
theft by failure to make required
dispositOL_
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In a second weekend accident,
two local residents were injured
In a two-vehicle accidenton U.S.
641 North, just north of Murray.
Margaret A. Romans, 19, an
MSU student, was reportedly.
southbound in a 1983 Monte
Carlo when Chris L. Allen, 32, of
Tulsa, Okla. pulled into her lane,
according to the Murray Police
Department.
The Allen vehicle veered off
into a roadside ditch following
the tillision in front of the entrance to Riviera Courts.
Injured Vas Allen and a
passenger;Treva Onan, 19, Murray. Both injuries were
reportedly Minor, according to
the police department.

An MSU student is dead as the
result of a two-car accident
about four miles south of Murray Sunday evening, according
to the Calldway County Sheriff's
Department.
.•
Jahn Andy Camp,-4.1.9 of
McKenzie, Tenn. was pronounced dead after arriving by ambulance at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at about 8 p.m.
Sunday.
Camp was northbound on U.S.
641 when, another driver behind
him told authorities, Camp
veered off the east side of the
roadway and then "suddenly"
came back onto the roadway
and into the southbound lane.
According to the witness.Camp
began to skid sideway and his
1980 Ford Pinto was struck in
the driver's side door by a southbound vehicle..
Authorities reported the second vehicle was driven by Randy Franklin Gore, 22, of Route 1,
Puryear.
•
Rainy Weather conditions and
a pool of water on the roadway
'to speculation • that •
• have - • led'
hydroplaning might have occurred, causing the Camp vehicle to
skid sideways.

Indictments
issued by
grand jury
this morning
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MSU student is killed
in two-car accident on
U.S. 641 south of city
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State.
Interested persons are encouraged to pre-register for the
conference by 4:30 p.m. Wednesday-.• Feb: 13. They may preregister or obtain additional information about the program and
registration fees by contacting.
Dr. Yancey Watkins or Dr.
James B. Carlin. Division of
Reading, Special Education
Building, Murray State University, Murray, Ky.. 42071. telephone
(502) 762-2446.
Aaron, the Alumni Foundation
distinguished professor in the
Reading Department of the College of Education at the University of Georgia, served as leader
of the IRA,a 60,000-member nonprofit education organization, in
1983-84.
He is a former elementary and
junior high school teacher and
principal who has also served as
director of the reading clinic and
head of the Reading Department
at the University of Georgia.
His numerous publications in-

The Calloway County Board of
Education will meet at 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 12, at the board
office on College Farm Road. .
Agenda items include: a
report on the nomination of
Calloway Middle School for the
Secondary School Recognition
Program; reports on the school
calendar and the Artist in
Residence Program; bids for
the high school gym renovation;
and discussion of the education
divisions of the school district.
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Local man
charged in
VCR theft

MP-8ILS

Murray Police have in custody
a 23-year-old Murray man who
is charged with the theft of a
videocassette recorder from the
residence of Clara Cole, of 620
LaFollette Drive.
Perry Allen, 200 North 15th
St., was charged Friday afternoon with the Thursday
burglary of the Cole residence.
The VCR was recovered by the
city police.
Allen is currently being held in
the Murray-Calloway County
Jail on a $5,000 bond and faces
charges of burglary-second
degree and theft by unlawful
taking of over $100.
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Correction
Due Ati Iriceirrect information
received, Dan Morris was er- .
roneously, identified as plant
manager of Kenlake Foods.
Morris is in fact plant engineer.
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Hauptmann's conviction largely circumstantial

MONDAY', FERRI. ARV 11, 1955

advertisements in the Bronx when he returned from another
Home News and The New York futile search off Norfolk, Va.,
he
American. He had received in was told his child's body had
the 'mail the baby's sleeping been found that day in a
shallow
suit, sent as proof that he was grave a few miles from the Linddealing with the kidnapper. bergh home.
Designated then by Lindergh as
The gold certificates were imIntermediary, he became
portant to solving the case. The
famous as "Jafsie," from his in'federal government distributed
itials J.F.C.
The kidnapper gave Condon a throughout the country 250,000
scrawled in pencil and full of
circulars bearing the serial
note which said:
mispellings — on the windowsill
numbers of the money. Then, on
of the nursery:
"The boy is on the Boad Nelly
April 5, 1933, President Franklin
Lindbergh sat in the car near-.. — you will find the Boad betD. Roosevelt set a May 1
by when the money was handed
ween Horseneck Beach and Gay
deadline for conversion of all
over the night of April 2, 1932, to
Head near Elizabeth Island."
gold certificates. The gold notes
a man behind a hedge in a Bronx
Presumably this was in the
were now "hot"- Whenever a
cemetery by Dr. John F. Convicinity of Martha's Vineyard. bank received a gold note with a
don, 72-year-old educator, who
Lindbergh searched there, And
serial number of the ransom
had established contact with the
in waters off South Jersey and
money, authorities were
kidnapper through a series of
the Virginia Capes. On May 12 notified. Pins placed on a locator

Fifty years marked since
Lindbergh kidnapping case
Editor's note — Great trials
achieve an immortality of their
own. One such saw Bruno
Hauptman!' sentenced to death
50 years ago after a protracted
courtroom drama. The case is
vividly recalled .by Samuel G.
Blackman, retired general news
editor of The Associated Press,
who covered the Lindbergh kidnapping as a young AP reporter.
By SAMUEL G.BLACKMAN
Fifty years ago — the night of
Feb. 13, 1935 — the 125-yearold
bell in the, Hunterdon County
Courthouse tolled at 10:28.
' "There goes the bell," someone in the crowd outside
shouted at the customary signal,
then and now, to the townsfolk of
rural Flemington, N.J., that a
jury had reached a verdict.
When the jurors, eight men
and four'women, filed into the
courtroom a few minutes later,
Supreme Court Justice Thomas
W. Trenchard motioned to them
and to the defendant, Bruno
Richard Hauptmann, to stand.
' For the first time in the 32-day
trial, Hauptmann, his face
ashen, was manacled to two
guaras.

Or

"Mr. foreman, what say
you?" the clerk asked. "Do you
find the defendant guilty or not
guilty?"
"Guilty. We find the defendant, Bruno Richard Hauptmann, guilty of murder in the
first degree," replied the
foreman, Charles Walton.
The jury made no recommendation of mercy and Trenchard,
under New Jersey law, had no
alternative to imposition ,of the
death sentence for the murder of
19-month-old Charles A. Lindbergh, Jr., who had been kidnapped March 1, 1932 from his
nursery in Hopewell, N.J. Trenchard did, so immediately and
Hauptman!'died 14 months later
on April 3, 1936 in the electric
chair.

.....

Hauptmann's wife, Anna,
showing no emotion, was there
as the verdict was announced.
After Hauptmann was escorted
back .to his .cell.. Mrs...Haupt..
Mann, who had been staring at
the floor, sobbed. The Flemington chief of police offered to
escort her from the room, which
he did. Haupt-wa.nn was
reported to have cried uncontrollably on his cot. Col. Charles
A. Lindbergh, who had attended
the trial each day and who heard
Trenchard's. charge that morning, was not present. He had
gone to the Englewood home of
his wife's parents. The case against Hauptman!'
was largely circumstantial —

some of the $50,000 ransom
money was found in his possession, seven handwriting experts
testified the writing on 14 ransom notes was his and the state
said he had made the ladder used in the kidnapping at the home
whichthe Linderghs, seeking
privacy, had built recently in the
Sourland Mountains. The ladder
broke, the state said, under the
combined weight of the kidnapper and the baby,the child fell to
the ground and died of a fractured skull.

(Cont'd on page 5)

The controversy got new life a
few years ago front the
tion of a book, "Scapegoat,"
which questioned whether
Hauptman!' was the killer and
whether the body found in a
shallow grave two months after
the kidnapping was really the
Lindbergh child. Two men had
claimed to be the grown child
and Hauptmann's 85-year-old
widow sqed the state of New
Jersey. Ahe alleged evidence
was surpressed, asked $100
million damages and an order
declaring her husband innocent.
U.S. District Judge Frederick
B. Lacey dismissed final issues
in the case last April, saying
there was little evidence to support her charge.

\-

Hauptmann, a 35-year-old
carpenter living in the Bronx,
New York City, was arrestedi.
there on Sept. 15, 1934, after an
intensive search by federal and
state law enforcement agencies
who had been directed by President Herbert Hoover "to make
the kidnapping and murder a
live and never-to-be-forgotten
case, never to be relaxed until
the criminals are implacably
brought to justice."
Hauptman!' had bought five
gallons of gas and handed the
station attendant a $10 gold certificate which turned out to be
one of the ransom bills. The kidnapper had been paid $50,000
ransom, $35,000 of it in gold certificates after leaving a note —

Frances Drake

Sale 9.99 and 15.99
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What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
To find out what the stars say, read (Oct. 23to Nov.21)
the forecast given for your birth sign.
Things may move slower than you'd
like before noon, a time when you
ARIES
should force issues. Shopping for the
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
home is a delight.
Complications arise with a friend
SAGITTARIUS
about a financial matter. Evening in(Nov.22to Dec.21)
vitations should be accepted. New
Curtail a tendency to dwell on procontacts are appealing.
blems early in the day. Welcome news
TAURUS
is due to arrive today. Evening,hours
(Apr.20to May 20)
are best for you.
After initial delays, career prospects improve. It may be difficult to CAPRICORN
juggle both business and personal life (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Social life may be less than satisfactoday.
tory. Friends burden you with their
GEMINI "
problems. You'll welcome time for
(May 21 to June 20)
Succumbing to distractions now yourself tonight.
means there'll be a lot of catching up AQUARIUS
to do. A pep talk from a close ally (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Negotiations could break down conperks you up.
cerning
a career matter. Evening acCANCER
cents happy times with friends. You
(June 21 to July 22)
In a curious reversal, duties accom- may be the life of the party.
740sr
pany pleasure and work seems like PISCES
ming
sheer bliss. Loved ones must face (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A legal matter may require a new
issues squarely.
approach. A trip may be postponed.
LEO
Behind -the-scenes
career
(July 23 to Aug.22)
developments are in your favor.
Domestic interests cause some conYOU BORN TODAY have a flair for
cern. Still, loved ones will enjoy a
special night out together. Follow communicating your ideas, which is
an asset to you in both business and
work with play.
the arts. Always cultivate an opVIRGO
timistic spirit,for at times you sink in(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
There may be some difficulty get- to depression. You have humanitarian
ting ideas across to others. You'll get interests and may be drawn to law
politics. In business, you'd make
more accomplished on your own time and
good stockbroker and you also may
a
than at work.
have acting ability. Your greatest
LIBRA
teacher is the world of experience
(Sept. 23to Oct. 22).1
Zet
from which you'll draw valuable inDespite a family member's objec'sights
into human nature. Birthday
tions, it may be time to do Some
budget trimming. Hobbies and of: Charles Darwin, scientist;
Abraham Lincoln, US. president;
ri-Potivth,aria APront0,4 *,day
and Lorne Greene,actor.
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Start the savings with our stylish Hunt Club' cotton shirt
with full width chest pockets. Move on to Brittanie 100%
cotton patterned jeans, with features like suspenders, belts,
and more.
.
Orig.
Sale
Hunt Club' cotton shirt
$20
9.99
Brittania jeans
$28 15.99

Sale 19.99
Save 33% on
men's jacket.
Orig. $30. Men's lightweights
with designer details, zipfront, and elastic cuffs and
waistband. Men's colors and
sizes.
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or jeans from Brittania%
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map in the New Jersey State
Police headqUarterm bunched in
the Bronx.
The attendant at the gas station where Hauptmann bought
the gas had written the car's
license number on the bill.
Hauptman!' was arrested and in
his garage police found $14,000
of the ransom money.
Hauptmann testified that the
money had been given to him by
Isidor Fisch, a friend and fur
dealer, the night before Fisch
left for Germany where he had
since died. Hauptmann said he
had put the money in a box in the
broom closet in his home.
"Months later I damaged the
box when I was taking a broom

Valentine's Day
Sale

Long called "the crime of the
century," the kidnapping of the
Lindbergh baby, first son of the
national hero who in 1927 had
made a solo flikht across the
Atlantic, shocked the nation and
the world. Controversy haunted
the case from the beginning,
fueled in part by a statement of
then-Gov. Harold G. Hoffman,
that "I share with hundreds of
thousands of our people the
doubt as to the value of the
evidence that placed Hauptman!' in the Lindbergh nursery
... I do doubt that this crime
could have been committed by
one man."

Your Individual
Horoscope
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PERSPECTIVE
A needle in the
justice haystack
Want another example of the high price of
justice?
Two Los Angeles physicians pocketed $561,184
in legal fees from Los Angeles County in a ninemonth period.
The two possess special skill in examining needle marks; in fact, they are the only two medieal
doctors performing such a service for the Los
Angeles Municipal Courts. They were summoned 3.983 times by defense attorneys to examine
the arms of defendants for evidence of drug Use
— at about $140 per defendant.
Their pay came out of the $30 million in taxpayer money budgeted each year to defend the
iroligent accused. About one-twelfth of the $30
million goes to medical experts called into courts
as defense witnesses.
One of the two Los Angeles doctors was paid
$342,595, the other received $218,589. For nine
months' work, that's pretty good income, even
for a physician. We doubt that either had to accept office patients, let alone make house calls.
Needle-mark experts are only one of several
types of specialists the courts cannot seem to do
without. There are even non -lawyer experts who
advise defense counsels on how to screen jurors.
The needle-mark doctors are one•more reason
for overhauling our criminal justice system. •

looking back
Ten years ago
The Murray Area Vocational Educational
Center ,DECA Chapter has been named the,
Chapter • of the Year for Region I of the
Distribytive Education Clubs of America.
4.‘
Birthssreported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs:
Orville -Jack Haskins, Jan. 26, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Al Farrell'. Jan. 27.
Thelma Warlord, Betty Wagar, Allan Beane,
Kathy -Mowery. Debbie Colyott and Susan
Hargrove. special education teachers at Murray
City Schools, are pictured at a District Workshop
held at Murray State University.
Murray State University Racers beat
Morehead.79 to 70 in a basketball game at Sports
•
Arena. Murray.
• Twenty years ago
Mrs.'Mary Pace has resigned as executive
secretary of the Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross. She has served-for the past
21 years.
The -West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative will have an open house at its new
$80.000 office building, 237 North Eighth St.,
Mayfield, on Feb. 13, according lO
general manager.
Mrs,.. James Byrn directed a program on
'Book-of-Life" at the-Sweetheart Banquet held by Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club on Feb. 4. Mrs. W,D. Caldwell was soloist
with Mrs: John C. Winter,as accompanist.
Joe Watson, Joy Johnson and Jean Moore had
high individual games in bowling in Magic Tri
League.
Thirty years ago
The mercury plummeted 64 degrees yesterday
to register a low for the winter of 41, degrees
above zero last night.
The February Grand Jury returned 15 indictments on Feb. 9 and made its report to Judge
H Ai. Lovett in Calloway Circuit Court. Jarnes W.
Erwin was Grand Jury Foreman.
Cpl. Charles Dale Waldrop, son of Mrs. Willodean Waldrop. who is with a . radar unit in Germany, has been nominated- for Officers Candidate School of the United States.
recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Ernestberger and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
Ray'Mofield.
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royko says

by mike royko

He carried the old ball for us all
Many professional athletes
believe that they have a responsibility to act as role models for their
young fans.
And many of them do it well. They
dress like gentlemen, make inspirational speeches about clean living,
appear in public service TV commercials, sign autographs and pat
little children on the head.
That's all fine. But what about
those of us of more advanced years
and mature views who would like an
athlete as a role model, someone we
can look up to, even try to emulate.
Such athletes are rare. On the one
hand, we have the chronic goodygoodies, such as Steve Garvey, who
seems to be constantly rehearsing
for a political career or sainthood.
I'm sure he is a nice fellow. But if
an ordinary person talked like Steve
Garvey. everybody would get up
and move down to the other end of
the bar.
At the other extreme are those
glassy-eyed athletes whose greatest
challenge isn't winning the game,

emerged in John Riggins, the football player.
As most of the country knows,
Riggins recently created a stir while
attending a big banquet in
Washington, which is where he
plays football.

but passing their urinedrug test.
But most of us wouldn't want to
spend our time hiding from the
trainer when he comes around with
little bottles.
For a while, I thought that Billy
Martin, the former baseball player
and manager, was a suitable role
model for the mature fan. I know
some people will disagree,'because
Martin has been occasionally controversial. But it should be
remembered that even before our
society had entered the current age
of rugged individualism, Martin was
striking blows for the fundamental
right of any American to have a
quiet drink or two without being
pestered by jerks. And in doing this,
never once did he strike anybody
who wasn't a lot bigger than he is.
So I had Martin's picture on my
wall, along with those of Richard
Burton, W.C. Fields, Peter O'Toole,
Wilbur Miltis,„Billy Carter; and other
blithe spirits!
Now,though, I think an even finer
mature role model than Martin has

Riggins was sitting at a table with
other prominent people, including
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor of the
U.S. Supreme Court.
•
After quenching his thirst several
times over the evening, Riggins apparently observed that .-JuStice
O'Connor was either shy or reserved and did not appear as festive as
others were.
Now, some people are so selfcentered that if they are in the company of somebody shy or reserved,
they do nothing to draw them out.
They just let such a person sit there
and miss out on all the fun.
But Riggins did the correct thing.
He tried to draw Justice O'Connor
into the merriment. He is quoted as
saying something like: "Hey. San-

dy baby, loosen up. You're too
tight."
A little later, when the speeches
began, Riggins became drowsy.
That's natural. Go to any dinner
where political speeches are made
and half the audience starts dropping off.
go Riggins flopped on the floor,
with his head under the table, and
went to sleep. He even snored.
Some people might consider that
rude. And maybe it was. But it
should be remembered that the
speaker was Vice President George
Bush.
I don't know if you have ever sat
through one of George Bush's
speeches, but I've heard several,
and it's about time somebody did
what Riggins did.
For years, Bush has been getting
away with standing before crowds of
innocent victims and making them
suffer through silly slogans, goofy
promises, empty boasts and haggard cliches. No just Bush, but
most politicians.
Because people are inhibited, they
-sit there and pretend to be interested, even impressed, instead of
reacting honestly andrf
u ging the
sugar bowls and silve
e at the
speaker.
All Riggins did when he fell asleep
and snored was Make an honest
statement. And, who knows, maybe
this will start a trend. Maybe others
will follow Riggins' example and,
when- politicians insist on babbling
at them, will topple out of their
chairs and begin snoring.
"-I've been Rigginsed again." the
politicians would cry.
I think it's a good idea. And right
after work tonight I'm going to start
practicing. '

4cf..•r*

heartline

%.,Shadowqr no Shadow, he's)rsft going
back in mere for another six we-eksr,,

agree or not
By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT — Why is it the
minority party usually manages to
make a tactical blunder in the formative stages before the statewide
races for political office.
Yep, the 10 Republicans in the
38-member Senate got into a cat and
dog fight over their election of the
three minority leadership offices in
the short legislative session early
this month.
As a result, the Democrats had
completed their party business,
named the committee members and
gone home before the Republicans
ever settled their 5-5 stalemate.
wasn't
any
Senate
There
Republican elected leadership to
recommend to the Majority
Democrat Committee on Committees any Republicans for standing
committee positions. Therefore, the
Republicans don't have a vice chairmanship of any Senate Committee,
the highest position normally given
the minority party.
The major advantage, if there
,„really is any to having a post in the
minority leadership, is the publicity during the 60-day law-making session in 1986.
The Minority Leader gets quoted
by the press and gets on TV on partisanship votes. He gets on camera
making the party's position known
during floor action on these
measures. It is of real value then to
any Republican_ who contemplates
running for state-wide office in 1887.
John Rogers, a Veteran senator
from Somerset, has generally made
It known among Republicatis and
legislative watchers that he has
been seriously considering running
for the Republican nomination for
governor. He's from the party's
Fifth District stronghold which is an
asset.
With these facts known, it would
seem that party members would be
cooperating to help the party win the
governorship.
Rogers was a candidate for the
leadership post along with 'Gene
Huff, who had, served before, and
Clyde Middleton who had the post in

1984.
_Rogers pulled out in a move for
harmony, then, the party split 5-5 on
the other two. Eventually, a compromise was made and Joe Lane
Traviiref Glasgow wag named ta the

119115 Copley News Service

A

by s.c. van curon
office with Middleton being made
caucus chairman and John Ackerson as whip. Gene Stuart had serv•
ed several terms in the post with
satisfying results but Huff beat him
in 1984. Stuart didn't rur although he
ran for lieutenant governor last
time.
Former State Senator James Bunning of Fort Mitchell. who ran for
governor in 1983, has said he intends
to run again. A good hot Republican
primary would be the good move to
improve the chances for a
Republican victory in November.In
that way, the candidate gets well
known and doesn't have to start
from scratch after the 'primary.

.

Without a GOP primary, the
Democrats scrap it out in the summer and get all of thci attention. As
a result, the election is over for a
majority of the voters beCause the
Republican candidate !sn't known.
The last time the Republicans
won, 1965 with Louie B.'Mum, he
and Marlow Cook had a very hot
primary. Nunn was well known to
the voters and he and Cook had both
offered answers to the Democrats
and proposed to improve the
political climate in Kentucky._
The Democrat, majority in the
Senate,could Make a late move for
courtesy's sake and name some
_Republicans as vice chairmen to
some of the standing committees.

washington today
WASHINGTON (AP) -A- The man
in the middle of the Democratic
Party's effort to recapture control
of the Senate in 1986 is Sen. George
Mitchell of Maine, who remains incurably optimistir despite all the
signs of disarray within his party.
As for the political blood spilled
during the recent fight for the
chairmanship of the Democratic
National Committee, Mitchell
shrugged off the bitter statements
made by many party activists
following -Paul G. Kirk Jr.'s
election.
"These things have a way of
healing with time," Mitchell said,
recalling that there was an equally
bitter contest for the chairmanship
in 1972. The winner was Robert
Strauss, and hardly anybody
recalls that Mitchell was one of the
•
men Strauss defeated.
Mitchell's bullish expectations
for 1986 are not universally held by
other Democrats still reeling from
the drubbing they took from President Reagan in the 1984 presidential election.
But the new chairman of the
Senate Democratic Campaign
Committee Insists his party can
pick up the four seats it needs to
regain the Senate majority it lost in
'10110.
What is the basis for the
senstres optimism?
"We will have going for us, first,

history," he said in an interview.
"Every off-year election, the party
out of power made gains, and that's
particularly true in the (president's) second term."
The second factor he cites is the
numbers.
"Of the 34 seats up, 22 are held by
Republicans, 12 by Democrats,"
said Mitchell. "Of the 22
Republicans, 16 are completing
their first terms; Of the 12
Democrats, only three. Of the 22
Republicans, 16 received less than
55 percent of the vote in the last
election; of the 12 Democrats, only
two received less than 55 percent of
the vote."
But some of Mitchell's numbers
are not as solid as he claims. Two
of the 1984 Senate losers — Walter
Huddleston, D-Ky., and Charles
Percy, R-Ill. — had served more
than one term and had been reelected in the past by strong
margins. The only first-term
senator to lose was Roger Jepsen,
R-Iowa.

Hearttine-is --service for• senior. • - ---7
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you
must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this
column.
HEARTLINE: About this time
each year, my parents, who are in
their 70's, go to the doctor to receive
influenza vaccinations. When they
were younger, I didn't worry about
it, but it seems that Mother usually
has a short reaction to the shot. How
safe is it for an elderly person to
have these flu shots each year? L.J.
ANSWER: Elderly patients who
take drugs metabolized by the liver
may be at risk for drug interactions
following immunization for influenza, according to Norbert P. Rapoza,
PhD, and Ross H. Weaver,
PharmD, from the American
Medical Association Division or
Drugs. Answering a physician's
question in this week's Journal of
the American Medical Association,
they advise vigilance when immunizing elderly patients who also
receive drugs such as warfarin (an
anticoagulant) and oxytriphlline (a
bronchodilatori. Interferon, which
is produced in the body during an influenza infection, may be responsible for the interactions, the scientists say, so cancer patients of any
age who receive both chemotherapy
and interferon are also at risk from
influenza-immunization.
It might be a good idea to talk with
the family doctor before your
parents are given the immuniption,
and discuss any possible side tffects
and making note of any that could
effect your parents. If they are taking any Medication, talk with the
doctor and pharmacist about any
possible drug interactions.
HEARTLINE : My husband and I
are retired. I recently started selling Avon as a way of making a little
extra money. I don't quite know
what to do at the end of the year concerning taxes on what I earn (which
won't be much). Can you give Me
any advice? B.F.
ANSWER: A new free publication
will help you prepare your tax
return if you are a direct or door-todoor salesperson for a company
such as Avon. Amway or Mary Kay
Cosmetics. The publication includes
sample returns and marks the first
time the IRS has put this,information into one package. Call the IRS
at 1-800-424-1040 and ask to
toll-free
_
be sent a copy of Bulletin Kill,"Tax
Information for Direct Sellers."
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Kidnapping...

Deatt,

43y Abigail
Van Buren

Girl's 'Perfect' Love Has
Major Flaw: He's Married
DEAR ABBY: I met a terrific guy
How can I tactfully tell her that
last summer. It was love at first
we
had ours custom-made because
sight. "Frankie" told me he worked
for Boeing out of Seattle and lived we wanted cabinets that were
with a couple of buddies from work. different from everybody else's?
Abby, please don't tell me that
We saw each other only two evenings
a week and Saturday afternoons imitation is the sincerest form of
because he said he was taking some flattery. I'm not flattered, I'm ...
„ TICKED OFF
classes at night.
IN SCRANTON,PA.
Everything was perfect until I
saw his car parked in a shopping
DEAR TICKED OFF: Tell
mall last Sunday,so I waited around
to see him, and a woman came her—just as you told me. And
along, opened the car with her keys don't hesitate to inform her that
the craftsman who made your
and started to get in.
I asked her what she was doing cabinets can custom-make some
with Frankie's car, and she said she for. her that will be just as
was his wife! I nearly had
heart lovely—but different.
attack, then I started to cry and told
5*5
her the truth about-me and Frankie.
She was very nice and said I wasn't
DEAR ABBY:"Alone in Florida"
the first girl he's done that to, but
she was hanging in there because didn't know his wife had damaged
they had two darling children. She her liver drinking beer—until it was
also told me that Frankie didn't too late. Mease remind your readers
work at Boeing; he worked in a once again that the non-complaining
liver will probably not give them
sawmill.
Abby, he told me he loved me and any warning that it is in trouble
even asked me to marry him. Can a until the damage is far advanced.
Everythitig we eat, breathe and
man love two women at once? What
absorb through our skin has to be
shall I do?
HURTING cleared by the liver. This remarkable
organ has the job of removing the
DEAR HURTING:Tell Frankie poisons from what we take in and
that a man is entitled to only converting the remainder into useful
one wife at a time and he alrealty chemicals vital to our body funchas his, so to leave you alone. tions. We should think twice before
And yes, a man can love two overloading our livers with alcohol,
women at the same time, but it drugs (prescribed as well as overcould be hazardous to his health. the-counter) and cigarettes or
chemicals inhaled from the environ*5*
ment. Like the old washing machine
that is overloaded every day, the
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I "motor" could. burn out without
just moved into a new home. Every- warning.
We remind you to love your liver
one who comes here admires it
today so you can live to love
because it's so beautifully decorated
and unique. We had some special tomorrow.
We'd be happy to send information
cabinets custom-made for us. An
acquaintance was here, saw the on caring for your liver to anyone
who sends us a large, self-addressed,
cabinets and raved about how
-beautify they were, Ms told her at stamped (22 cepts) enyelope. Write.
the time—they were hahdmade for to: American Liver Foundation, 998
Pompton Axe.. Cedar Grove, N.J.
us.)
She.telephoned a few. days later, 07009;
" 11-ittM-d glls1Q1'HIEL
asking where we had our cabinets
made because she wanted some made
•
exactly like ours for her home.
•••
•

and one piece used to write the
wouldn't be a carpenter — and asked that "no mercy" be
-Shown
original note, and the second
then sit down and make the Hauptmann, whom he
called
((ont'd from page 3)
piece used to write the second
foolish mistake of ripping a "Public Enemy No.
1 of the
note."
board out of the attic and leav- world" — "a cold-blooded
out of the closet," he said. "I
child
As for the ransom money,
ing the other half of it there to murderer" and "a man
saw money ... gold certificates. I
with ice.
Hauck
said
police kept finding
make the side of a ladder."
brought it down to the garage
water in his veins."
more after Hauptmann repeated
These remarks by Reilly were
and hid it."
Hauptmann's face reddened
incidental to his math point —
The state's handwriting ex- denials that there was'any more.
when Wilentz shouted: "He's
Hauck spoke for 45 minutes
that the kidnapping was an in- cold, yes, but he'll be thawed
perts noted that many words on
out
side job in which servants of the
the ransom notes were misspell- and Reilly took the rest of the
when he hears the switch!"
Lindberghs and of Mrs. Linded the same way, for exampre, day.
The Lindbergh case will inOf Lindbergh's testimony that
bergh's family in Englewood terest researchers for
"singature" which was on the
years to
were involved.
original note and on future ones. he recognized Hauptmann's
come. The_state police files on
voice
as
that of the man who
"Colonel Lindbergh was stab- the case lrvere opened to the
The chief testimony concernbed in the back by the disloyalty
ing the ladder came from Arthur said, "Hey, Doctor" and again
public in 1981 by order of
of those who worked for him," thenGov. Brendan
Koehler, a wood technologist of "Hey, Doctor, over here" the
T. Byrne,
Reilly said.
the United States Forest Pro- 0 night that Condon passed the
who said nevertheless that "the
money
in
the
cemetery, Reily
He mentioned, among others, jury decision was a sound
ducts Laboratory at Madison,
one
said:
Violet Sharp, a housemaid in the and, justice was done.''
Wis.
"I
don't
challeng
Morrow home, who committed
e the colLooking for certain marks
Available for inspection were
suicide during the investigation; 90,000 documents
made by planing knives, similar onel's veracity or his
and nine
Betty Gow,the baby's nurse who crates of evidence.
to those on a rail of the ladder, truthfulness ... I can understand
discovered the baby missing,
Koehler canvassed 1,598 planing any father, torn by grief, a terCol. Clinton L. Pagano, state
rific grief, a sllent grief ... (who)
and Oliver Whateley, the Lindmills from New York to
police superintendent, said the
berghs' butler who had since
Alabama, starting in May 1932. sees before him a man charged
case would remain "open
died. Reilly said the Lindberghs' forever" despite
He found only one, in McCor-. with the crime can unconsciousthe recent
dog never barked and "who conmick, S.C., with markings spac- ly and subconsciously make a
court decisions. There were
mistake
of
judgmen
t."
trolled that dog's movements about 2,000 visitors
ed like those on the ladder rail.
to the
Of Koehler's testimony, Reilly
that night? The butler."
He traced 45 carloads of lumber
research room at state police
said:
The next day it was the turn of
from the mill to 25 firms and
headquarters in the first two
"I don't know who cooked up
the 39-year-old Wilentz. I Now 89,
found in the Bronx in November
years the filPs were open and
he is one of the few principals in
1933 — 10 months before Haupt- this idea of trying to make this
Pagano wants to set up a
the case still living.) Wilentz
mann's arrest — lumber with ladder and this board agree but I
museum for permanent use.
don't think this jury is going to
matching marks.
Hauptmann, it was disclosed stand for that kind of evidence.
later, had bought $10 worth of This case is too perfect from the
8.8 A .P.R.
lumber there in 1931. Koehler prosecution's viewpoint ...
Financin
g Rate on 5-10
There
isn't
a
man in the world
testified that this ladder rail had
Pickups Through 3-31-85
with brains enough to plan this
come from a floorboard in
Adosiammia) VI TAYLOR CHEVROLET
Hauptmann's attic. He laid the kidnapping alone and not with a
wow/No/mob
753.2617 '
,
AVM MO,
board on a joist in the attic and gang.- That mastermind
MiirlAFF=OW‘Wists,
AMIIIVAIMVANNY
VAI
said four 'nail holes in the attic
matched those in the joist.
These points were argued on
-"Nr-NP61"
.1YN
w
I'
T ••
both sides in the summations for
Keep
That
Great
QM QUAUTY
two days before the case went to
SERVICE PARTS GM GM Feeling With
the jury — first by county proGenuineIGM Parts
••
•••1. MOTO'S CO•011•11014
secutor Anthony M. Hauck, then
by chief defense counsel Ed11011$111.111•1•00 niim.
•
-••••
ward J. Reilly, and finally by AtYb
torney General David T.
Wilentz.
Hauck reviewed Koehler's
testimony and said:
"We showed you by
photographs that these holes
were in the ladder when the lad101.
der was found. The photographs
were taken March 8, 1932, long
before the time Bruno Richard
Power Steering, Power Brakes, Air, Radio, Rally
Hauptmann was arrested, long
Wheels, Toi:1 Box, Rail.
•
before anyone knew about his
•
attic."
57700
Small — Medium — Large Cakes
Me cited the similarity in wor$5.00 — $7.00 —
ding and the Misspellings in the
Large Chocolate Chip Cookie $5.00
$10.
ransom notes and said, "We
Please Order In Advance
have. Ihown you that the paper
on Notes No. 1 left on the window
sill was the identical sheet of
7534617
641 IL Murray
753-5434
paper that had been torn apart
•r•

1981 Chevrolet Silverado

DWAIN TAYLOR

cHavitom

fwa

SEARS
HOMEAPPLIANCE eki

-

IlL

LINCOLN
FEDERAIS
IRA
BONUS

(FE65'3'

— Extra-capacity 2-temp.
Kenmore dryer

$60.00 OFF $

27999

Lincoln Federal's individual retirement accounts
have always offered high rates and big tax savings
Now you may qualify for more!
If you make a rollover deposit of $10,000 or more in a 1-1 2
to 5 year, fixed rate certificate, we'll pay you a rate that is
1/2 percent higher than our regular IRA investment.
for the same term
Investments of.6 years or more will be at 8 rate that is 3/4
percent higher than our regular IRAItiveMmerit for the same
term All interest will be compounded quarterly
LINCOLN FEDERAL,Your IRA Bonus Headquarters

FE 88651

6999

1.4 cu. ft. microwave with
solid-state controls
SAVE'$100.00 S

white

194N. DIAGONAL

•Lier".1

SammOns Bakery

a

MOST ITEMS AT REDUCED PRICES

SAVE *80"! Kenmore extra-capacity 2-speed washer
Eight cycle washer with exclusive Dual$
Action Agitator' provides our most effectve
washing action. 3 temperature combinations
and 3 water levels for different size loads.

Valentine Cakes
and Cookies

26999

MEASURE PICTURE

SPECIAL PURC

•

LINCOLN ESIX
VI

Built-1n 24-inch
-Kenmore dtshWatier

14 day, 4..prograrn
VHSNCR with remote

SAVE
$ a,
3999
$130.00

• FEDERAL SAVINGS

Cable-compatible remote
control color TV

NOW ONLY

$35999
'A Special Purchase. though not reSAVE S120.00 $
duced, is an exceptional value
3699
Each of these advertised items is readily available for sale.as advertised Picea are catalog prices now avaaabb ou, E
• Many kenrnof• modals ayadabie in colors at *eta cha•ge • Ken,
10
, ,* drye,S reo. •

0

•

AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Murray 759-1234

wee•

I,— 1•••••••• CAO

Ils• Limo Imo*•In
•

1300 Johnson Blvd.
Other areas in Kentucky, Toll Free 1-800-292-4561

salecalaog

kOnn•C•11 nOI InCluo• on

pawl shown • Shmpale ormtalat•on//Ma•4111....2.9.

" Phone
753-2310.
Most merchandise available
for pickup within a few days

Bel Air
Center
Murray

••
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7.
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-311
,
1•1 planS
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Treasure House of Gifts

Tuesday, Feb. 12
school.
---Informal reception for
Crit Luallen, Kentucky
Department of Arts
Commissioner, will
start at 3:45 p.m. in
Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.
---Second night of
workshops for parents
of elementary children
will be in Calloway
County School Board Office at,p p.m.
---Officers of Murray
Moose Lodge will meet
at 7 p.m.
----AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
---.Story Hours will be at
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
at Calloway Public
Library.
-- -.Mothers MOrning Out
will be at 9 a.en. at First
United Methodist
Church.
CircleS-oTF
-I-t
rs United
Methodist 'Church
Women will rr eet at 9:30
a.m. as follows: Alice
Waters at WeSley Foundation, Bessle Tucker
with Betty Lowry and
Maryleona Frost with
Virginia Douglas. Faith
Doran Circle will not
,
meet.
. ---tI Muttay Shir Chapter
No. 4G3 Order of .the
Eastern Star. will meet
at • 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hail. Groups of' CWF of
First Ctuistian Church
will meet as follows: I
with Mrs. B.D. Hall at 10
fh.'J and'ITT NOM DIIVila
Marshall at 1:30 p.m.
-- Senior citizens., activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m.to 2 p.m. at

Special Gifts For
I our N alentine
Many Ne% Items
Arritsing Daily.
Come Meet
"Mis%

Tuesday, Feb. 12
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
- -U.M.H.E. Executive
Boafti Meeting will be at
1:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
---Estelle Gray Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 9
a.m. with Mrs. Stephen
Cobb.
---Murray Br C
of
AAUW will ho r top 10
academic
ior women
students at Calloway
County
gh School and
Murra High School at 7
p.m.
the Community
Roo , North Branch,
Peoples Bank.
---"The Gold Rush" film
will be shown free of
charge at 12:30 p.m. in
Room 208, Faculty Hall,
Murray State University, as part of International Film Festival.

Wednesday,Feb. 13
Homemakers Clubs
will meet as follows:
Harris Group at Ellis
Center and Pottertown
at Holiday Inn, both at
10 a.m.; Pacers at
Sirloin Stockade at 9:30
a.m.; South. Pleasant
Grove with Beauton
Hart at 1:30 p.m.
---Hazel Center will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2
A.m. for activities by
senior citizens. Free
blood pressure checks
will be given fom 11
a.m. to 1 p.m.
---Senior citizens . activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Douglas Center.
, ---Murray Bass Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade.
- -Films, "The Gold
Rush" at 7 p.m. and
"Duck Soup" at 8:15

EVERY TUESDAY IS

T

0 TUESDAY
2 CRISPY TACOS

'!

For

Wednesday,Feb. 13
p.m. will be shown free
In Room 208, Faculty
Hall, Murray State
University, as part of
International Film
Festival.
---Events at Murray
Eagles Aerie 4071 will
be officers meeting and
Aerie meeting.
---David Naster, comedian, will present a free
performance at 8 p.m.
in the Stables Lounge,
Curris Center, Murray
State University.
_ •
An exhibit of vessels
and sculptures by Reid
Parris will be on display
today through Feb. 24 in
upper level of Eagle
Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.,
---Circles of First United
Methodist Church will
meet as follows:
Wesleyan with
Charlotte Barker at 7
p.m.; Hannah at Country Cross Roads at 7:30
p.m.; Ruth Wilson at
church at 7:30 p.m.
---Events at First
Presbyterian Church
will include Choir Practice at 6 p.m. and Session Meeting at 7:30
p.m.

Lucas will be
designer for
Disnel- parks
ANAHEIM, Calif.
(AP) - George Lucas,
who thoktmoviegoers for
thrill-rides in the "Star
Wars" and "Indiana
Jones" movies, will be
exciting 'more people
with attractions he'll
design for Walt Disney
Productions' theme
parks.
Walt Disney Productions announced it had
signed' an agreement
with Lucas that will include a new ride for
Disneyland based on the
"Star Wars" movies and may involve films
for the,,,Burbank studio.

TACO JOHNS.
Across From

By Cosmopolitan
A Hearst Magazine
There's more than
hearts and flowers involved in making marriage work.
Common sense and
compromise are among
the secrets of a happy
marriage, according to
an article in the
February issue of
Cosmopolitan that offers guidelines for making marriage work.
The first rule: focus
on the positive, not the
negative.
"If people would only
focus on what they like
rather- than what they.
don't like about a partner, the issues would
fall into place differently from the beginning,"
said New York
psychotherapist Anne
Tully Ruderman.
It is a matter of emphasis, according to
Donald S. Williamson,
director Of the Houston
Family Institute.
"It's not a matter of
what's true or false," he
said. "Choosing the
positive side is simply
choosing a more effective way to live. There
are always ambivalent
feelings inside each of
us about our most intimate relationships.
From the beginning, one
set dominate's - but the
other doesn't go away;
It just recedes."
Dividing the work of a
family fairly,*efficiently
and with,, consideration
is another key to happy
marriage,
t.'The keynote
Word is
efficiency," therapist
Ruderman said. "A certain number of things
have to be done in a certain amount of time.
Who can do what best?
Deciding that way is
better than labeling a
job his or hers."
Marilyn Singleton Ftaji, founder of the 'Institute for Marriage and
Human Relations in
New York City, believes
such decisions should be
made early.
"In most new marriages, the wife is so interested in pleasing that
she'll take on far more

AISU Stadium

than her fair share of
the work," the therapist
warned. "So it's best to
get down to the nittygritty of who does what
before you're married.'
Be aware that people
do change and don't let
it throw you.
"The common notion
is that marriage is a
one-tithe decision,"
Williamson said. "Not
true. It's a constant
Choosing and rechoosing. You can neither
force change nor stop it
in your partner."
Raji advises marriage partners not to
waste time blaming
each other for changing,
but rather find "new options that are
harmonious."
"Marriage is like
riding a bike or sailing,"
Ruderman said. "When
one person moves and
shifts... the other will
move and shift in a complementary way. That's
how we get our forward
motion - and that's
what gives a relationship life."
"For a marriage to
stay healthy," Raji
said, "two people can't
dig their heels in. If they
can look for solutions
without thinking they're
giving up a part of their
private selves, they

Financing Ro.t_ on S-10
Pickups Throug%1 3-31.85
TAYLOR CHEVROLET
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Flirt a
little with
love tokens
from our collection of
Valentines gifts. Choose
porcelain vases, lacquered
& raffia boxes for all your
loves-Mom,Sis, and
favorite teachers too-'
special hearts with a touch
of whimsy from Pier 11

Hot record hits listed
by Billboard for week
By The
- Associated Press „
The following are
Billboard's hot record
hits as they appear in
this week's issue of
Billboard magazine.
Copyright 198'5,
Billboard Publications,
Inc. Reprinted with
permission.

7 lel A ik5

3 Academy Award N
Inc. BEST PICTURE

A Soldier's
Story

3

is John Book.
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EDDIE MtARPHY
is on vacation

Bel Air Center
Murray

Rock stars
contributorsp
(A

HOLLYWOOD
)
- Rock stars Prince,
Ire A story
Linda Ronstadt and Pat
you won't
Benatar will contribute
forget..
songs to the forthcom•
LE]
ing "USA For Africa"
oentrot canter 753-3314 album, dedicated to
alleviating starvation in
-Africa, plioducers sáyNone of the three pop
stars participated in a
7:66 910
recording session with
rime_ Sjaring-o-treen
Michael Jackson, Cyndi
9The
Lauper and 42 other
musicians that was held
first
after the American
Music Awards show.
i'Vt:
• El
The session produced a
7 15
single, "We Are The
World," written by
Jackson and Lionel
Harrison Ford

CHEAP

Pam

move into a new dimension of adulthood."
Conflict is as much a
part of marriage as
compromise, according
to the experts, and successful spouses accept
the need for it.
"They have to learn to
trust each other," said
Lori Gordon of the Falls
Church, Va., Family
Relations Institute.
"That may sound
almost too basic, but the
ability to confide intense
feelings - of whatever
kind - is necessary to
emotional closeness."
The experts advise
couples to build on what
is unique in their marriage and not worry
about whether what is
different in other people's marriages is
better.
Reports that marriage is a dying institution are premature, ace o r ding t o
Cosmopolitan, which
cited a recent study indicating that 90 percent
of all young Americans
expect to marry.
They apparently
agree with W.H. Auden,
who said, "Any marriage, happy or unhappy, is infinitely more interesting and significant
than 'any romance,
however passionate." _

Reckless' Bryan Adams
Aka( •
9 "Nevi Edition" New Edition
I MCA.-Platinum
10."Big Barn Boom" Daryl Hall &
John Oates')RCA I-Platinum
COUNTRY SINOIX6 I "Make My Life With You" The
Oak Ridge Boys i MCA )
2."Baby's Got Her Blue Jeans On
Mel McDaniel (Capitol(
3 "You Turn Me On" Ed Bruce
RCA
4 "Baby Bye Bye" Gary Morris
(Warner Bros
(3."My Baby's Got Good Timing"
Den Seals (EMI-America)
HOT SINGLES
6."My Only Love" The Stetter
I.''Careless Whisper" Wham Bros. (Mercury)
(Columbia)
7 One Owner Heart" T.G. Shep2.-1 Want to Know What Love Is
pard (Warner-Curb
Foreigner (Atlantic(
8 "All Tangled Up in Love" Gus
3."Easy Lover" Philip Bailey Hardin RCA)(
(Columbia)
9 "A Lady Like You" Glen Camp4."Lover Boy" Billy Ocean I Jive. bell (Atlantic Americas
Arista I
10 "Crazy For Your Love" Exile
5.'llethod of Modern Love" Diary!, (Epic)
Hall & John Oates (RCA
ADULT Contemporary Singles
6."Neutron Dance" The Pointer
1 "Careless Whisper" Wham
Sisters(Planet)
(Columbia)•
7."Can't Fight This Feeling" REO - 2."Foolish Heart" Steve Perry
Speechvagon (Epic)
(Columbia)
81-The Heat Is On" Glenn Frey
3.-1 Want to Know What Love Is"
MCA
Foreigner ( Atlantic )
9."The Boys of Summer". Don
4 "You're the Inspiration''
Henley (Geffen)
Chicago (FOIL Moon-Warner Bros.)
10."Caltfornia Girls" David Lee
5."Missing You" Diana Ross
Roth (Warner Bros.)
(RCA)
TOP LP's
6."Crazy" Kenny Rogers (RCA)
1."Like a Virgin" Madonna
7."Keeptng the Faith" Billy Joel
(Sire I-Platinum (More than 1 (Columbia)
million units sold.
S."Can't Fight This Feeling" REO
2 "Born in the U.S.A " Bruce Spr• Speedwagon (Epic)
ingsteen (Columbia(-Platinum
9.''All I Need" Jack Wagner
3."Make It Big" Wham
I QWest
(Columbia --Platinum
10 "Make No Mistake, He's Mine"
4,"Agent Provocateur" Foreigner
Barbra Streisand with Kim Carnes
•(Atlantic)
(Columbia (
5."Centerfleld" John Fogerty
BLACK8INOLES
(Warner Bros.
1 -Mr Telephone Man" New Edi6."I7" Chicago (Full Moon
tion )MCA)-Gold (More than I
WarnerBros.(-Platinum
million singles sold. 1
7."Purple Rain" Prince., 49..The
2.'eep a Freak" The Gap Band
''Revolution )W$rner -bros. I
(Total Experience)
Platinum
3.-Mtssing You" Diana- Ross
(RCA)
• 4."Misled'' Kool & The Gang (De.
Lite)
5."The Men All Ilause" Klymaxx
(ConitellaUon)
6.-Easy Lover" Philip Batley with
Phil Collins (Columbia)
7.'•The Borderlines'' Jeffrey
Osborne ( A&M )
8."Gotta Get You Home Tonight"
Eugene Wilde iPhilly World)
N' Sugar Walls" Sheen& Easton
(EMI-America
10."Rain Forest" Paul Fierdcastle
(Profile)

19
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Corning community eirents announced
Monday, Feb. 11
Monday,Feb. 11
Suburban Church, Benton. For inHomemakers Club will formation call 753-0061,
meet at 7 p.m. with Jo 762-3399,- 753-7764 or
Hancock
753-7663.
-- ----Skate night for
Dorothy Moore Circle
Southwest Calloway
of First Presbyterian
Elementedvill be
from CO! S p.m. at Church will meet at 7;15
p.m.
Roller Skating of
Murray.
Tuesday,Feb. 12
---Homemake
rs clubs
Meeting of Lottie
will meet as follows:
Moon Group of First
South Murray at Golden
Baptist Church WMU
Corral at 11 a.m.; Paris
has been canceled.
Road at Golden Corral
at 11:30 a.m.: New ProJackson Purchaie
Audubon Society will vidence at Sirloin
meet at 7 p.m. at Stockade at 1 p.m.
---Paducah Area VocaSkating party for
tional Center. 2400
Adams. Paducah. For Robertson and Carter
information call Elementary Centers
will be from 6 to 8 p.m.
753-9385.
at Roller Skating of
Murray.
Sigma Department of
---Murray Woman's Club
Murray TOPS (take
will meet at 7 p.m. at off pounds sensibly
club house.
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
---at Health Center.
Board of Directors of
---Kentucky's Weskern
Murray Lions' Club
Waterland wll meet at will
have its annual
6:30 p.m. at the Planta- Valentine
banquet at
tion Restaurant,,
6:30 p.m. in cafeteria of
Hopkinsville.
Murray High School.
------Workshops for
Mini-reunion of 1969
parents of elementary
graduates of Murray
children will be in the
High School will be at
Calloway County School
6:30 p.m. in library of
Board Office starting at
the school.
5 p m. For information
---call Joy Waldrop,
Trustee meeting will
753-3033.
be at Murray Eagles
• -•
4071 Lodge.
Reservations for
---workshop on "Life
Murray Christian
Power: Coping Skillsfor
Pesonal Empower- Women's Club will have
ment" at Kenlake State a prayer coffee at 9:30,
Park- Feb. 14-16 should a.m. at the home of Joan
be made by today by Knedler, 1704Plainview.
calling 762-6661.
------,
Southwest r7alloway
AA and Al-Anon will-Elemcbowceled
....Arlo' PTO
•-have closed meetings at
p.m. at First Christian will mt.et at 7 p.m. at the

••

Jo Burkyrn

BEVERLY
1111-1-8
chestnut ed. 712.3314

•

Richie
Producer Ken Kragen
said Prince's song
"Tears in 'Mir Eyes"
was written especially
for trre • "USA For
Africa' • album. Miss
Ronstagt's song is titled
"Keeping Out of
Mischief." Details on
contributions by Miss
Benatar and other artists were unavailable.
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Gould and Towery vows said Anniversary reception Saturcby

Miss Cynthia Louise
Gould and Steven Dale
Towery were married
on Saturday, Feb. 9.
A private ceremony
was officiated by John
Dale in the minister's
chambers at the
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Gould and Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Towery, all of
Murray.
The bride is the
granddaughter of
Walter D. Insel of
Mufreesboro, Tenn.,
and the late Mr. and
Mrs. William R. Gould
of Blockton, Iowa.
The groom is the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Holland,
Lace Towery and the
late Mrs. Percy Towery,
all of Murray.
Mrs. Denise Rowland
Haugh served as the
matron of honor.
The groom chose Danny Ross as best man.
The bride, a 1976
graduate of Murray
High School, is a 1981
graduate of Murray
State University with a
Bachelor's degree 40
Home Economics. She
is employed by Gould
Oil Company, Inc.
The groom is a 1974
graduate of Murray
High School and attended Murray State University. He is self employed
In the construction
business.
The new Mr. and Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Hopkins will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday,
Feb. 16.
A reception for the
couple will be from 2 to 5
p.m. at the Hardin
Senior Citizens
Building, Hardin.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend.
The couple was married on Feb. 2, 1935, at
Vienna, Ill.
Their attendants were
Sidney Puckett and
Mary Jones Sparks.
Mrs. Hopkins, the
former 'Isreamon Sweet,
is the daughter of the
late Howard and Effie
Sweet of the Unity Community near Hardin.
Mr. Hopkins is the son
of the late Stanley and
Belle Hopkins of Dexter.
Their six children are
Mrs. Gracie Tucker of
Hardin, Jerry Hopkins
of Murray, David
Hopkins and Wayne
Hopkins of Aurora, and
Mrs. Vernon (Dorothy)
Lite and Mrs. Helen
Massingill of Taylor,
Mich.
They have 20 grandchildren and 11 greatgrandchildren.

Mr. and ths 1,3111 Hopkins

Mrs. Steven Dale Towery
Towery will reside in
Murray.
A reception to honor
the newly married couple will be on Sunday,

Feb. 17, from 2 to 4 p.m.
Al, ,friends and
at the University relatives are invited to
Branch of the Bank of attend. Invitations will
Murray, North 12th be sent to ' out-of-town
Street.
guests only.

.-•••••!........••••••••••4..`,..-•••••••••••••.."'

Single Connection events katured
I. 4

• The Single Connection, an interdenominational Christian group,
was formed In Murray
approximately two
years ago to provide
social activities, personal growth and acceptance for single adults.
Guest speakers at
weekly meetings have
addressed topics such
as taxes, will and estate
planning, personal communications and stress.
Small group discussion topics have included "Single Identity,"
"Beyond Boredom,"
"Making Decisions"
and "Relationships."
Social events range
from dutch treat lunches to canoe trips, dancing, movies and a
variety of other recreational activities. Several
of the events are
scheduled to include
children.
Dick Hoffman, president, said the purpose of
the organization is "to
provide friendship and
to support and help ease
people through the tran-

Loretta.Young
Will appear
in TV movie
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Oscar-winning actress Loretta Young will
return from a 20-year
retirement to star in
"Dark Mansions," a
television movie to be
produced by Aaron
Spelling Productions.
Miss Young, 72, will
portray the matriarch
of a Seattle shipping
family in the two-hour
"contemporary Gothic
drama," Spelling
publicist David Gerrie
said.
.
The movie, to begin
filming in April, is expected to become a
television series for
ABC, said Spelling and
Miss Young's agent,
Norman Brokaw.

sition of being alone."
The Murray group is
composed predominateof persons within' a
20-mile radius of Murray. Other Single Connection groups are
located in Mayfield and
Murray. Often the three
groups schedule combined activities.
Participants who attend the weekly Single
Connection meetings
have a variety of
backgrounds and professions and represent a
wide age range. The
common bond is that all
are single, whether
single by choice, legal
separation, divorce or
widowed.

Our nation's commitment to its older

wawaIR
FHA WEEK — In association with the 40th birthday of the luture.
Homemakers-I Artierlea and the -scholarship fund, the Murriy High School Chapter of the EH
%%ill sponsor
3 Week. Feb, 10-16.
Events include a Mother-Daughter Tea, Mr. PHA Chnrest. WS-IP
Breakfast Shovi appearance bx,three
FHA officers, and a FHA Officers Breakfast. The community project
of FHA 'Week will be the "AdoptA•Grandparent" for the patients at the Long Term Care t nitol_the
_Murray,Calloway_Cotintyl4ospile4,-- Valentines and cupcakes will be prelsented to the plilients.
Satuiday.-Feb. 46, from.it p.m.'to
night a Casual Valentine's Dance for all students Wi0 be at the school.
Sally Crass'is the FHA sponsor.
Murray High FHA Students pictured are. from Jeft.,,Ani Roos.. Charla
Walston and Lisa Howard.
!

Pacers -hold meeting
Frances Brown
presented a lesson on
"Heritage Skills' at the
January meeting of the
Pacers Homemakers
Club held at the Boston
Tea Party.
Miss Brown discussed
the difference between
crafts and skills, em-

phasizing that a skill is
learned well, enough to
teach it to others.
The lesson leader and
other members brought
examples of heritage
skills which they
displayed.
7
Sue Fairless, president, presided.
Ten members were
present. Louise Miller
was welcomed as a new
member:
The club will meet
The club will meet
Wednesday, Feb. 13, at Wednesday, Feb. 13, at
10 a.m. at the Holiday 9:30 a.m. at the Sirloin
Inn.
Stockade.

Two leaders meet

8.8°. A.P.R.
Financing Rote ori S-10
Pickups Through 3-31-85
D
IN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
vraram~«,
753-2617
—4111111111110.

President Franklin Roosevelt.- British Prinie
Minister Winston Churchil and Chinese leadet
Chiang`kai-shek met in Cairo in 1943 to discuss
measures to defeat the Japanese in Work]

vv4r

Homemakers meet
"Heritage Skills" was
the lesson presented by
Louise Short at the
January meeting of the
Pottertown
Homemakers Club held
at the Holiday Inn.
Mrs. Short alsO gave
the - devotion. Dolly
Lorenz, vice president,
presided in the absence
of the president, Mary
Hopson. Mary Moore,
secretary-treasurer,
gave reports.
Games were directed
by Dorothy Simon. Mrs.
Short played the piano
for group singing led by
Lurene Cooper.
Other members present were Kay Carlson,
Bobbie Cook, Anita Purvis, Mildred Riordan,
Lois Smith. and Shirley
Werts. A visitor was Dot
Brown.

?

-

ifts

-•(••

cart
7

4

Fragrances For.
Your ISjetsial Valentine

Bel Air Center
We are pleased
to announce _that
Lisa Jones, bride
elect of Mike Skinner has made her
selections from our
bridal registry for
ecora ive
accessories.
Lisa and Mike
will be married
April 6 •

FOR THE LADIES...
tr;

Charles cif The Ritz
Estee Lauder
White Shoulders
Germaine Monteil
Ralph Lauren

I I

FOR THE MEN.
Aramis
Polo
. Baron

tolose weight
Now that I've found it, I know it
will stay with me for the rest of rul
life

•

DIET
CENTER

Sandy Fulton, of Murray, Ky. has
lost 75 pounds and maintained this
loss for 18 months
•

g

lbe

"l used to have everything to
lose. Now I have everything to
gain."
I look better
I feel better
more alert, more energetrc
-f have a new confidence that
comes from doing something good
for rmiSelr•
I lost the weight I wanted to
wrttrirrt—rtrt7g7.--crash diets, or
special foods _
•
•_ •
And I've gained the knowledge
and support I need to keep up the
goo work
1 wo
.s lookingior a healthy way

Mrs. _Johnson
talks about
Americans .
AUSTIN, Texas (AP)
— Lady Bird Johnson,
marking the 20th anniversary of the Older
Americans'. Act, said
the legislation signed by
her husband, President
Lyndon B. Johnson, affirmed the nation's commitment to Its elderly.
Mrs. Johnson told a
forum on aging, "1965
marked- a milestone in

•

Billie Burton, one of warm and, friendly
the organizers of the stepp."
group, said "The group •
For more information
gives me
fa place to-meet abgit the Murray Single
other Sidgles and pro- Connection or to receive
vides activities 'my a copy of the newsletter,
daughter and I can en- phone 4M-82'79, 753-6904
joy together. Its a or 435-4298.

Lose weight without
losing your mirk,
The Village-641 North 753-0020
Hours. 7.30-1:00 M -F
10:00 Noon-Sat
Counselors Patty Mahoney. Sherry
Newsome. & Sandy Fulton
.-•-• •

citizens."

•

',Cal on"i•••••••
-•
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Two comic classics will be shown

I iospital
patients
Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday. Feb. 6, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Baby Girl Taylor,
parents, Cynthia and
William, Apt. F8, Murray Manor, Murray;
Baby Girl Lyles,
parents, Melanie and
Gregory, Rt. 3, Benton.
Dismissals
Miss Leah Brooke
Maxwell, 1501 Valley
Wood Dr., Paris. Tenn.;
Mrs. Dedarah Faye
Cook, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Stephen M. Phy. 807
Rosedale. Paris, Tenn..
Mrs. Caroline K.
Starks. Rt. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Thelma Hargrove.
Rt. 1, Dexter; Miss
Angela Carol Haley, Rt
1. Farmington; Lubie V
Wallace. Rt. 7:
Markham W. Drowns.
1600 Belmont; Mrs.
Della Irene Young, 303
North Eighth St.; Mrs.
Flora E. Ford, C-3 Murray Manor.

Two timeless comic
The schedule of two
classics, Charlie matinees and an evenChaplin's "The Gold ing double feature is as
Rush" and the Marx follows:
Brothers' "Duck Soup,"
are scheduled for showTuesday -'The Gold
ings at Murray State Rush" at 12:30 p.m.
University this week as
Wednesday - "The
International Film Gold Rush" at 7 p.m.,
Festival programs.
followed by "Duck
All showings in Room Soup" at 8:15 p.m.
208 of Faculty Hall are
Thursday - "Duck
open to the public at no Soup" at 12:30 p.m.
admission charge.
Made 14 1925, "The

Gold Rush" is a
70-minute film directed
by and starring Chaplin
as the little tramp prospecting in the Yukon. It
includes -the famous
dance of the rolls and
the shoe-eating scene.
Mack Swain is also
featured.
"Duck Soup," a
70-minute film made in
1988, stars the Marx
Brothers in one of their
zaniest creations.
Directed by Leo McCarey, it features

Moore-Burkeen
vows scheduled
CLERGY APPRECIATION - The Murray Civitan Club was host to 17
community preachers in observance of nergy Appreciation Week, sponsored by Civitan International., Feb. 340, on Thursday. Feb. 7, at the
Homeplace Family ,Restaurant. Orman Price. guest speaker, used as his
theme. "Preachers I Have Known: Yesterday and Today." Pictured are
Chitlins Wayne Williams. left, and Ronnie Pool. center, presenting an arrangement of flowers to Mr. Price. Chitan President Pool said that Civitans
encourage local citizens to express their gratitude to the preachers for theirservices to the community.

Dawn H. Moore,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter P. Hutchens, has completed
plans for her marriage
to Mitchel Burkeen, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Burkeen.
The wedding vows
will be solemnized on
Thursday, Feb. 14, at 7
p.m. at the Sugar Creek
Baptist Church.
Anthony Elkins will
officiate. Music will be
by Mrs. Billy Carroll.
Mrs. Richard L.
Lowe, sister of the

Sims Stubblefield named
Janee Sims and Debbie Stubblefield, both of
the Murray area, are
members of the new
pompon squad at Murray State Universtty:
A freshman
marketing major, Miss
Sims is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Sims
of Rt. 4, Murray. She
also is a member of the
French Club.
A senior computer
science and accounting
major. Miss StubJanee Sims
blefield is a former Miss,
Kentucky USA contes- aerobics- at Murray
tant. She also is an State University.
1
Assistant teacher of
The pompon squad

Lauren Owens. 2-year-old
daughter of Philip and Bar
bare Owens,

"Watch Our
Baby Grow"
Portrait
Club
•

..
when you're sick or hilirt, yOu
deserve some old-fashioned
personal attention...-

Check with State Farm for a heaitn Insurance•prografTi
that s iust right for you
Jane Rogers
753.9627
201 S. 6th

Wednesday is
' Tot's Day
Special Packages
Speciei Prices

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY
753-0035

Like a WOO
nelohbOr
State Farm Is there

was organized as an
outlet for campus talent
and to promote en-

bride-elect, will be the
matron of honor. Miss
Kim Garland will be the
bridesmaid.
Best man for Mr.
Burkeen will be Keith
Fain. The groomsman
will be Raymond Grady.
Miss Jill Burkeen,
slater of the groomelect, will preside at the
guest register.
A reception will follow
at the church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

Kern Burkeen will
represent school

Groucho as Rufus T.
Firefly, prime minister
of Freedonia.
The International
Film Festival is sponsored in part by the
Center for International
Programs, Office of
Conferences and Continuing Education,
University Center
Board, the Colleges of
Creative Expression
and Humanistic Studies
and the Departments of
English and Foreign
Languages.

DATEBOOK
Students will be honored.
The Murray Branch of the American Association of University Women will have a reception
to honor the 10 top academic senior women
achievers at Calloway County High School and
Murray High School on Tuesday. Feb. 12, at 7
p.m. at the Community Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples Bank. "We are proud to
recognize these young women for their academic
excellence by encouraging them as they continue
their education," said Sue Parsons, president of
the Murray AAUW.

Tennis play Wednesday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country Club will play Wtdnesday, Feb-13. The group
will meet at 8:30 a.m. at the entrance to MurrayCalloway County Park to go to•Renlake Tennis
Center to play at 9 a.m. The lineup is as follows:
Court One - Ann Uddberg,Cathy Y2ung. Kathy
Kopperud and Carol Waller; Court Two - Vickie
Jones, Eileen Poitner, Laura Miller and Vicky
Holton. A substitute will be Martha Andrus.

Kelli Burkeen, a daughter of Oleta and
sophomore at Calloway Charlie Burkeen, Rt. 4,
County High School, has Murray.
been selected to repreAn honor student, she
The Legal Resources Library, Pogue Building,
sent her school at the is a member of the Beta
Murray State University, has the IRS packet
Hugh O'Brian Youth Club -and Foreign
containing the reproducible federal income tax
Foundation Leadership Language Club. She is
forms and IRS publications for income tax filing Seminar to be held at an active member of the in 1984.
Persons may call 762-6758 for informaDebbie Stubblefield
Transylvania Universition on the desired form or publication-needed.
thusiaem fqr.tlieihiver- ty, Lexington.
The Library is open until 10 p.m:, Monday
si/y, said spoptbr -Pat
Students from Kenthrough Thursday and Saturday and Sunday, acZoeller.
tucky will be trained in
cording to Quava Honchul, LRL Librarian,
She added that the the principles of
squad will perfoicm jazz. democracy, leadership,
gymnastic and drill government and the
routines at. athletic American free enterMr. and Mrs.- Jerry L. Lassiter, 807-North 18th
pregame and halftime priselsteM.
St., Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Susan
shows.
Elizabeth, weighing six pounds 124 ounces,
At
e'
s conclustOn of
Sixteen members the sem-inar two
measuring 194 inches, born on Wednesday. Jan.
were chosen or the students will be selected
30, at 10:05 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
squad from a field of 70 to represent Kentucky
Hospital. The mother, the former Deborah
girls who auditioned. at the International
Teague, is on leave from the Bank of Murray.
Selections were based Leadership Seminar to
The father is a funeral director at Blalock.
on athletic and dance be held at Los Angeles,
Coleman Funeral Home. Grandparents are Mr.
KeW Btirkeen
ability, vitality and per- Calif.
and Mrs. Charlie Lassiter of Murray and
sonal interviews.,..
Miss Burkeen is the school speech team and Woodrow Teague of Rt. 1, Kirksey.
is publicity-news director of WCSD, the school
television station.
8.8'. A .P.R.
She is president of AcA skating party for Robertson and Carter
Financing Rate on 5-10
teens and Youth Council ,Elementary Centers is. scheduled from 6
Picku)s Through 3-31-85
to 8
member at Cherry Cor- p.m. on Tuesday. Feb. 12, at Roller Skating
I AYLOR CHEVROLET
of
4111110101W/A/7////.4
ner Baptist Church and Murray. Children may skate for $2.50 each
753-2617 '4W //// .
with
is on the State Baptist $1 going to- the PTO. Parents and teachers may
71,110WARNWARIPM
MYYMIMOWAIMM.
Advisory Panel.
skate for 25 cents each.

Income forms available

Susan E. Lassiter born

Skating party Tuesday

-

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
D&T
Hours:
Monday
War
eho
use
Foo
ds
=
Prices Good While

iMHM(
T

a

Overcoats &
Raincoats

Men's & Ladies
2 Pc. Suits

$299

$320

Men's Laundered
Shirts
Folded or on Hanger%

77c

No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning
Good Thru March 4 1985

Butt/1 2ermilkGal.

rouxot

NtIC
Laundry & Cleaners
753-2552

North 12th
603 Main

Erwin
Hot or Mild

Eggs

530
Turner

Sausage
$ 1 49

$ 1 09
,..

10 Lb. Red

Ice Milk
'h Gal.

,

$ 1 19

Reelfoot Bologtve 1 Lb. $1.29

Martha White

Reelfoot

Flour

Bacon

5 Lb.

120z.

790 $ 1

$175

I

.

Fisher Cheese 12 Oz. 16 Slices 79'

Sweaters

I

13th & Main
6th & Poplar

Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

..

__ _
Turner

Potatoes

Size 14-111', Only
No Limit With Coupon
No Limit.With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning
Bring Cleaning
Good Thrt., March 4, 1985 j
Good Thru March 4, 1985
Ilmmazionmim,
mann

8-7

Northern
Bathroom

$109
A.

No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning
Good Thru March 4 1985

Saturday , .e°

It's The Total On_The
Tape That Counts

Lynn Grove
Doz. Large

,--e-

Thru

Supplies Cast!

CLEANE

;\ii

Bush's Deluxe

Pork &
Beans
16 Oz.

39

1
1
1
i

Pepsi, Diet
Pepsi, or

,
i
,

8 Pk. 16 Oz.

I

40
(

Plus Deposit .

Nunn Better

Dog Food

Filling

Meal

25 Lb. 21 Oz.

21 Oz. Glass

99

5 Lb.

890 790

.

c Nunn Better Dog Food 26% Protelh 25 Lb. $4.59

I
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Kelly's Chili with Beans 15 Oz. 69'
Win You
Cherry Pie
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Block: Farm program cuts° are tough but 'not austere'

al
onhe
al
of
IIn,

WASHINGTON (AP)
- Agriculture
Secretary John R. Block
says President
Reagan's budget proposals will help farmers
become more selfreliant and less dependent on government
subsidies.
Block said the plan to
reduce USDA's spending to $38.5 billion in
1985-86 from $45.1 billion
this year are tough but
"not austere in historic
perspective."
But two prominent
Democratic farm
leaders said that
Reagan's plan to cut 15
percent from the
Agriculture Department's spending. pro-.

of
)n
es
of
ln

grams next fiscal year
is unrealistic.
Most of the cuts would
be in commodity and international programs,
which are expected to
decline to $10.5 billion
from $15 billion this
fiscal year. New farm
legislation to pare price
supporte and direct
payments still further
will be offered soon by
the White House.
- The 1985 farm bill,
however, will affect
USDA program spending in future years, not
the period covered by
the new. budget proposals. Outlays for any
fiscal year are generally related to the
previous crop year.

Thus, the budget for the
1986 fiscal year will
primarily cover crops
grown in 1985.
Block said that, even
after the phase-down
completed over the nett
few years, price support
and income programs
are expected to average
$3 billion to $5 billion annually in the 1989-91
period, about the same
as in the 1970s.
"The priority No. 1, as
I see it ... is to provide
for a phased withdrawal
from commodity price
programs," Block told a
news conference on
Monday. "Another
priority is helping to
assure that farmers
have money to plant

U.S. getting out
WASHINGTON (AP) stepping out of the crop
- If President Reagan's insurance business durnew budget proposals ing the next few years.
Eventually, farmers
carry any weight with
Congress, the govern- --Who have counted on
ment will be gradually subsidized "all-risk'

•

USDA annotinces
acreage allotments
for tobacco types

Bulher FFA
member of
the month
Eddie Bulher, son of
_Lloyd Bulher.of Almo,
has been selected as •
Member of the Month for
,De Ce tythe
-ape Calloway
County
Chapter'. of Future
Farmers-of America.
Eddie was selected as
a result of -winning the
Chapter Farmer Fire
Prevention
Essay
contest.
He is a senior at CC'HS

La,'o'er,. ...wog,
. op
24 below the iroong
415 4343 o. 435 4119
r. Now Haul Pit Cr.., I

•

Grain sales to Soviets booming

crop insurance will being paying more for
coverage.
The budget plan,
which was sent to Congress this week, in-

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

ment checks actually
paid, cashed and processed through
December - represent
about 90 percent of the
total payments USDA
expects to make for
milk.reductions in the
first nine in,onths of*the.
program.
Wisconsin, the'largest
dairy state, led the payment list in the first nine
months with $64.4
million paid to 6,161 producers. California got
$52 million paid to 625
producers, while Minnesota collected $43.9
million paid to 4,839.
The program was
authorized by Congress
in 1988 to help reduce
the U.S. dairy surplus.
Farmers who signed
contracts get payments
for cutting back milk
production 5 percent to
30 percent. The
payments are at the
rate of $10 for every 100
pounds of milk they
cured and dark air-cured keep off the market.
tobaccos to determine
As part of the congres8.8'0 A.P.R.
whether growers want sional
\ action, federal
Financing Rate on S-10
allotments for
the milk price
supports
Pickups Through 3.31-65
marketing years 1985,
were reduced, with furTAYLOR CHEVROLET
1986, and 1987. A two- ther
cuts authorized this
4
753-2617 11"glir.I
thirds majority is re- year
if production is not
quired to continue
brought into line.
allotments for each kind.
For fire-cured and
dark air-cured tobaccos,
quotas were last proclaimed on the 1982-84
Save on Feed, Seed,
crops, and quotas for
both kinds of tobaccos
Fertilizer and Pet Supplies
were approved by 95 percent majorities, Block
said. '
Notices showing the
'Lay Pellets
1985 allotments for in'Pig Starter Pellets
dividual farms will be
*Rabbit Pellets
mailed soon to dark fire
•Protisin'S
upplement Pellets
cured and dark air cured
'Dog
Pellets
Feed
producers by local coun....J.. :at -2:•
'
Horse Feed Pellets
ty agricultural stabilizarrstion and conversation
committees. The committees also will mail
...Keeping Calloway County
referendum ballots to all
Grain in Calloway County
- knowsi eligible producers. Burley tobacco
and Savings in your Pocket...
notices will be Mailed
March 19, 1985. Any producer who does not
receive a referendum
ballot may obtain one
from the local county
ASCS office, Block said.

WASHINGTON (AP) program be continued;
- Dairy farmers who and legislation has been
signed up in the govern- Introduced in Congress
ment's "diversion" pro- to extend it. The adgram to reduce milk ministration, however,
production have col- has been cool to the idea
lected about $537 million and wants the entire
so. far,, according to a federal dairy program
new tabulation by the overhauled and Scaled
A,griculturg back.
Officials said WednesDepartment.
day the payments so far
The payments are for
include $140.5 million
cutting back-. on milk
paid to 27,891 dairy
production during the
farmers for the first
first nine months of the
quarter of 1984, $194.5
15-month program,
which began on Jan. 1, million to 29,974 in the
1984 and will continue second, and $201.7
million to 31,277 in the
through March._
third.
A number of farm
In all, the paymentsgroups have urged the measured by govern-

Hog market

Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

17------

Buchanan Feed & Seed

Industrial Road

753-5378

A bargain you don't
have to shop for
Electricity is still a good value • and we make sure it's there whenever- you
need it We deliver electricity to your home 24 hours a day • and with it comes
the Comfort and convenience yOu expect
•
To get the greatest possible value from electricity. use it efficiently By avoiding
waste, you'll save on your electric bills without going up comfort or ,
convenience Now that's a bargain'

S
States

CASE LOT SALE

,•••..;et,e' --., ,•i.
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'We Must Have ?our Order By March
.... &
_ _ 1985
. ....
,Item Sale Price
Qtv I Producl Description

Total Arr.
Sled Apples Ela*
1
'57
_ Ntar-Itin Blackberries 5s-1(1F
-X , Cull‘•aled Blueberries 10"
3
8 75
Wild Blueberries 15*4
17 55.
, Dark Sweet Cherries 30a* '
5
:3 -5
. Dask Sweet Cherries 527' IQF
61
6 20
Red Tart Cherries 302,•
22 45
Red Tart Cherries 50-10F
8
5-5
Muted Fruit 2010-10F
9
•9 gr
NW Fruit Medley 12 ta- 1CIF
10
20 30
Sliced Peaches 30a•
It
1935
Sliced Peaches 5a" Kg
12
5 85
PineapAre Chanks 2 51,-.40F
13
1140
, •__
Red Raspberries 5*- 10F
14
995
- Large Whole Strawberries 200- OF
15
-s. 18 15
- Calif SI •StTawbernes-302*
18
:1 95
Calif Si Strawberries 6--s' 6 65
Apple Juice 24---32 oz *- - 18.
'885 --Welch s Cranberry Juice 24 - 12 oz •
/9
33 35 •
-•ibright Grapefruit Juice 24 12 oz"
20 ,
19 30
•
. • e Juice 24 12 az •. '
4 21 -s
16 85
.•monade 24 12 oz •
22
12 55
. ; •tir 'grit Orange Juice 24 6.0: ••
23
16 75
..,oright Orange Juice 24 12 a: ••
24
233.
.
. I•sparagus Cuts & Tigs 10o OF
25
16 95
C,,..1 Green Beans 122 a
26
173,
„
Baby Lima Beans 12 2 ir
-1... -.,
.
for Chock Lima Beans 12 2 a
' 28
29
Broccoli Cuts'12 22
29
'55.
Broccoli Spears 12 2*
30
Brussel Sprouts 12 2*
31
•. ..
Whale Baby Ca- rots 12 2*
32
,., ,
Lauhtlower 12 2*
20 15
- - Coh•Corh 12 4 c'''
13 55
,
•
Whole Kemal Corr,12 2 a
18 -5
35 --....-;_
-.. ----8.edeeti-mas-vmmort-5Tiar---36
14 95
Fancy SL MusTrooms 2.5. tQF
C
313 55
Garden Peas 122 0'
.•'
38 1
20 05
• - -;
_Whole Lea, Spinacn 12 .3a
.
39
.
...
,..J.__. %Acid Vegetabies 12 2 •
40 .
vreg•IgheAretety•Pacw '77.
41
..
.
L enders Bagels 24 6
4:
.f.
4 Satith,Lee Pound Cake 12, 12,o1
4•
920
., F.!cacti fries 12 2m ,
•
44.
. ..,
• . , Shoestring F.:_encr• Fr•ec 12 20 0:
. .025
4 Potato Pufts 12 2*
46 •
'3 tb
I, Potato Sktrs 12 10 oz
'
. 47 - ,, - 11 13
English Muffins 12 12 pks
14 oc .
., 48 •
Onion
Breaded
Rings
8
2.
49 •Pizza Sic es Cheese 60 3 oz
50 .
i French Bread Pizza 24 Sc:
•
' 5'
•
Soh Pretzels 100 2 oz •
52
I
Reguia.
Di)*
neyflake
Watties
1: 16 pk
'4 42•
5.1
.____
.1
i
TOTAL AMOUNT
ior

West Kentucky Rural Electric Coop.
Corp.
TV4
753-5012

Frozen Fruit & Vegetable
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of crop insurance

More than $500 million collected
in dairy-farm diversion program,

of
• Secretary
Agriculture John R2
Block today said the 1985
acreage allotments for
the three kinds of tobacco will be as follows:
- Allotments for Dark
Fire Cured are lowered
10 percent;
- Allotments for Dark
Air Cured are lowered 15
percent
- Quotas for Burley
are lowered 10 percent.
Secretary Block said
'allotments will be reduced for some farms which
in recent years have produced less than 75 percent of their allotments.
Reductions ate provided
for in current legislation
and
bring
farm
allotments in line with
actual plantings, he said.
Block also said that
USDA will hold mail
referendums Feb. 19-22
for producers of fire-

Bergland, who was atBlock was asked
"I don't accept that at "don't want to be a ward
tending the associa- about concerns in
Con- all," Block said. About of the state."
tion's annual meeting in gress that the Reagan
95 percent of the na"They want their proNew Orleans, La., said budget plan and
the ad- tion's farms are family fit
out of the
In a telephone interview ministration's
for- operations and "cormarketplace," he said,
that "we're going to thcoming proposals on
porations don't want to and "I believe
resist this mistake with. general farm legislation
be in farming, there's American farmers
can
all our might," par. would jeopardize
the too much risk" in compete ... and
they
ticularly in the House, family farm
in agricultural production. deserve the right to do
where there is a America.
He- said farmers 80.
Democratic majority.
Rep. ICika de la Garza, D-Texas, chairman
of the House Agriculture
Committee: who also
WASHINGTON (AP) through Sept. 30. In- 1980-81 in the wake
of
was at the New Orleans - A new round
of sales cluding wheat, that rais- then-President Carter's
meeting, said he thinks has pushed U.S. grain
ed total grain sales to partial grain embargo
the REA proposal exports
to the Soviet the Soviet Union since in retaliation
for the
stands "little if any" Union
close to a seven- Oct. 1 to more than 15.3 Soviet
action in
chance in the House.
year-old record level, million tons.
Afghanistan.
"It's a market- and there
are still more
According to the
oriented program now," than
seven months to go department's Foreign Wheat and corn exhe said. "The problem In the year.
Agricultural - Servititr; -ports jumped to 13.9
is, there's no market."
The Agriculture that would be the most
million tons in 1981-82
Department announced U.S. 'grain shipped to
but slumped again to 6.2
Thursday that the Moscow since a record
mlllion tons in 1982-83.
Soviets have bought an 15.5 million tons -in
After a new long-term
additional 950,000 1978-79.
grain agreement was
metric tons of corn Shipments dropped to signed, shipments ,reeludes a provision for the crop insurance pro. about 37.4 million below 10 million tons bounded to 14.5 million
phasing out government gram and 25 percent of bushels - for delivery each in 1979-80 and tons in 1983-84.
premium subsidies and the premiums charged
other functions handled farmers.
by the Federal Crop InUnder the budget plan
surance Corp., an agen- - which would require
cy in the Agriculture legislation - adDepartment.
ministrative and
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
Since Congress pass- operating expenses for
ed new crop insurance FCIC would be cut to
legislation in. 1980, $164.3 million in the
10.16
Jerrie°
18% unc
federal insurance fiscal year that will Industrial Average
Air Products
48/
1
2 1111C
Johnson & Johnson
381.8 .1 4
coverage has been ex- begin on Oct. 1, down
Apple Computer
303/i + 1/2
Kmart
37).8 + I 2
panded to new areas from $198.6 million this
21% -1/8
Mary Kay Cosm.
12% .1 4
and to additional com- year. Premium sub- American Telephone
30/
°
3
4 URIC
J.C. -Penney
47% .1
modities. The program sidie'o would drop to $92 Briggs & Stratton
33 ..%
Pen walt
39
also has been increas- milfpn from , $135 -Chrysler
Dollar
Gen.
Store
26
unc
Quaker Oats
/
1
2
383
ingly turned over to the million- in 1984-85.
Dupont
52 .3,8
Sears
35
private sector.
43rOjections for 1986 Ford
45
Stuart Hall
.5
"Currently, private. ski:pls.-41st federal crop
28/
1
4
Texaco
insurance companies initiratnce programs G.A.F.
General Motors
Time Inc.
78/
1
4
. 51
account for almost all of
,67 operating iji GenCorp, Inc,
40
1•.S. Tobacco
3'7
KIC coverage, - half more than 3,000 countiet
Goodrich 284
Wal-Mart
4638
through reinsurance in 3lit50 states with a
28/
1
2 4. 1/4
Wendy's191:4
and half through sales coverage of $10.1 billion. Goodyear, .
%
Home
Health
Care
11%
A.L. Williams
87/0,
and seri/ice Sornoe 63.1 million acres
LB.*.
134 •31/4
C.E.F. Yield
agreements, also called of crops would bri
master marketing covered.
agreements," the
department's budget
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
report said.
Federail State Markel'
,dew% ‘Her•
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
Februars II. I91t5 •
"Further privatizakentuclo Purchase tre• Hog
tion of the crop in- Market
ReVort
Buy Wig
surance program is proReerlpt....• Act 1257 Est. 3511
Barrow,.
Gilts mostly.'.75 higher ,
posed with a phase out SOIA•
and
600 lb.. .50 1.50, higher..
over the next five years oser 000 lb. most', Head) •
4.30.75.51.4.
of government costs for •.1 2 210 2511 lb,
some 51.50
administrative and S 1,2 200 2111 lbs.
$49.35 541.711
173 210-2.50 lbs. "
$511.L5 50.71
operating expenses, and
11, 14 2.4 256.240 lbs.
0411.155.50.615
for premiuhi.subsidy." Sow.
1-2 220-996 lbs.
$34.00-41.544
Currently, the govern1-9 3O43O lb..
440.00-42.50
ment pays all ad- 1.5
US 1-3
-500 lb..
$42.00 49.00
ministrative and I 51-3 WO lbs.
sat.pi 51.00
-500
S 2-3
$30.110.40.00
operating expenses of Hoare
•
Satisfaction Guaranteed
05 36
outhern
crops and stay in
business."
Some other programs
such as conservation
assistance and loan to
power, cooperatives by
the Rural Electrification Administration
would be scaled back or
virtually eliminated by
Reagan's budget
proposals.
Former Agriculture
Secretary Bob
Bergland, now executive vice president
and general manager of
the National Rural Electric Cooperative
Association, said
Reagan's proposal to
wind down REA lending
completely by 1990 was
ill-founded.
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LSU loses to Tar Heels;
SEC remains in logjam

Consolation minimal
after MSU loss in 20T

•

•

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
COOKEVILLE, Term.
- It was a small consolation that the Racers
remained a half-game
ahead of runnerup Tennessee Tech after losing
to the Golden Eagles
53.51 in double overtime
on Saturday.
It was a small Consolation because the
Racers had the game
won and literally handed it away before the
partisan Eagle crowd of
6.282.
The loss to Tech drops.
Murray State's Ohio
Valley Conference mark
to 7-2 while the Golden
Eagles remained in second at 6-2. Tonight the
Racers- visit Middle
Tennessee in their second'league road trip in
a row. Game time is
7 30 p.m.
, Saturday's game was
not a particularly wellplayed game by either
team despite the doubleovertime finish
_ __Defensively Murray
-produced ,a solid performance in the first half
limiting the Eagles to
only 16 points - the
fewest by any'MSC op-

ponent in a half this
year.. Tech shot only 23
percent from the floor
the first half and ended
the game with a 37.5
percentage in field
goals.
Murray didn't do
much better as the
Racers hit only 19 of 48
shots .for 39.6 percent.
They also committed 14
turnovers to Tech's
eight.
The difference in the
game was Tech's
superior performance
on the boards 147 to 32)
and untimely Murray
turnovers.
The Racers had the
game won with a 47-41
lead with 1:49 to play
after freshman Tom
Scott scored a layup,
was fouled by Tech's
Jimmy Elliott, then hit
both free throws for a
four-point play.
Vada Martin also hit a
pair of free throws at :51
to put MSU up by four.
49-45. at :51 but the Murrayans couldn't hang on
to the ball.
With :37 to play
Stephen Kite got a tip-in
for Tech and on the inbounds play. Scott was
trapped at half-court

and the Murray rookie
turned and made a pass
directly into the hands
of a trailing Tech
player. Tech's Carlton
Clarington scored the
tying basket in regulation off a triple pump
fake and an 18-footer.
Zedric Macklin's final
shot for the Racers
looped off the side of the
rim and the game went
into overtime, 49-49.
• The two teams swapped baskets in the second overtime with Lonnie Boone - hitting a
17-footer for the hosts
and Chuck Glass scoring a layup off a steal
for Murray. Craig
Talley had a final shot
for MSU that bounced
high off the back iron
and fell off with seconds
left.
Murray didn't touch
the ball in the second
overtime urftll the final
seconds as Tech got the
tip off (for the second
time in the OT periods)
and controled the ball
until Clarington hit the
winningshot with :08
remaining.
Talley again took the
last shot for MSU, but
Continued on Pg.11

Racer netters open 1-2 against
tough competition in-Belleville
BELLEVILL,
E, Ill. -- close matches and Massad-Brunner won
Considering the talent of against competition like again at No.3.
I-us team's opponents, this you're liable to win
The only two sucMurray State tennis 5-4 or lose 5-4," Purcell cesses for MSU against
coach Bennie Purcell said.
Kansas came from
--wasn't too disappointed
In Friday's victory Massad at No.4 singles
with a 1-2 start this over Illinois State, Mur- and once again Brunner
-;eason.
ray collected wins from at No.6.
Friday and Saturdof- Bobby Montgomery,'. •Murtay lost two three(-hatches at Belleville's' Steve' Massad, Joe set matches against the
indoor courts resulted in Carter and John Brun.jayhawk netters who
-.a 5.4 MST:..vietory over Fier in sixigles- spots Purcell said "will pro:Illinois. State. a 5-4 toss three through five: bably represent their
.
to'Memphis-State and a Massad and Brunner region in the NCAA
7-2 loss to.KansaS;
teamed up for the only playoffs this year."
.-The fact that these doubles win at No.3.
Among the Jayhawk
"- -Ai'ere our first matches I
Against -Memphis standouts_ was Wike
WagYrt disappointed in
State Jens BerghraM Wolf, ranked No78 in
.we,played,. _I . won at. .No.2. Brunner the nation, who edged
....
was disappointed that won again at No.6, MSU freshman. Tony
"we lost, but you're Berghram and Bobby Wretlund, 7-5, 6-4.
always disappointed in Mongtotnery won at
Although his rookie at
- that. We had several No.1 doubles and No.1 singles didn't win a
match. Purcell said he
hasn't lost faith in
Wretlund and he'll proBecause of today's day. If another snow bably keep the same
snow, the middle school, delay occurs, the lineup through thi's
district basketball tour- tourney will have to be weekend's visit to the
nament at South ,Mar- canceled.
Eastern Kentucky Inshall has been postponGames affected vitational (Friday
ed for tonight.
tonight include Murray through Sunday).
In the recent past.
versus South Marshall
--The tourney schedule boys. Murray vs. North Murray.. has enjoyed
will be moved back one Marshall girls and , successful visits to the
day with games now Calloway vs. North' EKU tournament
Tuesday through Fri- Marshall boys.
finishing in the top four
on several occasions.
This year top competi8.8
A.P.R.
tion in the flighted
Financing Rate on 5-10
tourney could come
Pickups Through 3-31-85
from Miami of Ohio.
TAYLOR CHEVROLET
Louisville, West
111111141111111WAVAK
753-2617
Virginia and Illinois
State

OVERSHADON
- (Above) Nlurray State's Chuck Glass scored a
team-high Li points, grabbed four rebounds including this one,and had three
steals, but his efforts were overshadoltimf by a 53-51 loss to Tennessee Tech.
.( Below) Tech guard Jimmy.VaioU 425) experiences a little overshadowing
:
off the defensive advances of Curtis Davis (33) and
himself as he- fends:
Junior Boyd (30). Elliott paced all. scorers Saturday' with 20 points.
.Staff photos by Jim Rector
-•

The Associated Press
Louisiana State stepped outside the hot
Southeastern Conference basketball race
and lost a non conference game to
North Carolina, but
Coach Dale Brown_ felt
the contest was so well
played that it didn't hurt
that bad to lose.
"You don't like to
lose, but losing like this
doesn't bust our
spirits," he said after
the 15th-ranked Tar
Heels downed the Bayou
Bengals 75-70 in a nationally televised game
Sunday. "It Was just a
well-played college
game. Both teams
played clean and hard."
North Carolina Coach
Dean Smith agreed: "It
was a superb college
basketball game," he
said.
LSU opened up a 24-14
lead and was out front
39-36 at halftime, but
North Carolina hit 12 of
its first 14 shots to open
the second half, taking a
lead that see-sawed
down to the last minute.
,"I don't feel like we
ever took charge,"
Smith said. "I felt like
Are had it won when we
had that four-point lead
(with 24 seconds to go)
and they were out
timeouts."
Brad Daughterty led'
Carolina with 19 points
and Derrick Taylor had
16 for LSU.
The game dicinIt count
against the Tigers in the
torrid SEC race. They
remained at 8-5 in the
confetence, a halfigame
behind the three
leaders, Georgia,
Florida and Kentucky,
all of whom won at
home Saturday night.

Special: Large Hamburger
French Fries &
Medium Drink
Special Good Feb. 8-14
Try Our Delicious Homemade Pies

Place Ain't Fancy...But Sho is Good Food

Ti's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Murray

753.0Q45

Bad shooting spells trouble for Lady Racers
_--,
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There had been a fourway tie for the lead until
Georgia downed
Mississippi State 79-75,
dropping State all the
way to fifth place but only a game behind.
Florida beat Vanderbilt
7S-66 and Kentucky
downed Mississippi
67-52.
The three leaders are
two games ahead of idle
Alabama, Auburn and
Tennessee. Auburn,
making its first start
since Coach Sonny
Smith announced he is
resigning at the end of
the season, beat Tennessee 75-60 to create
the three-way tie for •
sixth with all three
teams at 6-6.
Only two teams are
out of it with two-thirds
of the season completed.
Mississippi fell to 3-10
and Vanderbilt, losing
Its llth in a row, dropped to 1-11.
Only twice in 52
previous championship
seasons has the SEC
crowned a champion
with five league losses,
and never has a team
lost more than six and
captured the title. Eight
SEC races have ended
with co-champions, but
never has there been
more than two teams
tied for the
championship.
None Of the leaders
play each other until
Saturday when Georgia
entertains Florida, so
the three-way tie could
be maintained until
then. Here is this week's
SEC schedule:
Wednesday Alabama at Kentucky,
Auburn at Mississippi
State. Florida at
Mississippi, Georgia at
Vanderbilt.
• Thursday - LSU at
Tennessee.
Saturday - Auburn at
Alabama, Florida at
Georgia, LSU at
Syracuse, Kentucky at
Mississippi State, Ten-,
nessee at Vanderbilt.

MURRAY 14
Rutledge 3. D
Rutledge 17,
Totals - 154f
CARLISLE
4, Brower 5,
Brown 14, St
Totals - 21-4t

Rac

Cointinu

Kenny Walker, the
SEC's leading scorer,
led Kentucky with 33
points, hitting 10 of 14
floor shots and scoring
26 of his points in the second half. Ole Miss' Don
Royster poked him in
the eye midway through
the second half, but the
Wildcat star was
treated and returned to
the floor to drill two free
throws.
"He's like a tiger in
there," Coach Joe B.
Hall said of his ace. ."If
you keep throwing him
raw meat, he'll keep
working for it. He's
phenomenal."
"He's an uncanny
player," Coach Lee
Hunt of Ole Miss said.
Eric Laird led the
Rebels, 9-12 overall,
with 26 points..,.

Tournament postponed

Chestnut St.

Row
unki
MHS

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
COOKEVILLE, Tenn.
- Anytime Shawna
Smith, Mina Todd and
Melody Otttnger hit only
15 of. 48_shois from the
field combined, the
Murray State Lady
Racers are in -trouble.
Saturday night, they
were in trouble.
Tennessee Tech, a
69-61 victor, limited'the
top three MSU scorers
to only 30 points and
-chalked up its seventh
Ohio._ Valley Conference
win to only one loss.
MSU fell to 8-14 overall
and 2-7411 league play.:
"Anytime Shawna.
Minoluid Melody shoot
like that we're going to
have .trouble.- said
MSU Coach Bud

-

ouicT Taiir
She got the rebound, wChilders. "If they shoot
better position to
much
their regular percen- but missed again. Then
tages we win (this teammate Connie catch Ihem and maybe
game)."
Logdson arrived and even win.
"But once a team
"We forced them -into she tried a stickback
shooting bad, it
starts
more turnovers (16 to 'that missed again. Then
15), but we missed six Logsdon committed a seems like everyone
layups! That killed us." foul and the Tech starts missing."
- ettinger scared a women took control.
Murray's next oppoThe hostesses built nent is host Middle Tenteam-high 14 points and
led the Lady Racers the margin back up to nessee, another top
with a dozen rebounds, nine points while the team in the OVC. The
but she was involved in MSU women, struggled game begins tonight at 5
the play that Childers for composure. Tech led p.m. in Murfreesboro
said turned the tide by as much as 17 with prior to the.men's game.
against the Murray 2:06 remaining before
at Coeluwille
the Lady Racers reductravelers
MURRAY STATE (SI) - Todd 3.12Starting off the second ed that to the final eight. 0.0 6. Logsdon 1-3 0-0 2, Hayden 0-1)
half Murray cut a 26-33
"After we missed 1-2 IS, Ottiriger 616 2-3 14. Smith 6-19
12, Smalley 346;12. Kohrtng 1.2
lead by scortng the first those three shots and 0-2
0-1 2 Totals - 26-0 6-19 61 Fouled
basket. Then Ottinger then, -fouled," 14hilders
TECH We) - Blom*
picked a Tech pocket recalled, "We went into '4.5TENHESSSEE
14 9. Moye 7 14 34 17. Taylor 8-10
and raced to the goal for shock for about six 14 12844olloway 4.104-S 12. 10dwards
Irritator 1-48-02; Mummy
what would have been a minutes and -never 3-10 34 11.Perry
1 1 0-1 2, Oetortlan 1.2
1-5 0-1 2.
recovered. I think if that 123 Totals - 2741 15-22* Fouled
bread and butter layup
out
Taylor
A
- 3.704
hadn't happened,. we
She missed

MISSISSIPPI(52)- Ayers 2-5 5-$ 9
Ftltchwood 4-11 1-29, Horne 1-2 0-0 2
A Laird 1-2 0-0 2. E Laird 13-22 0-2
26. Coleman 1-7 2-2 4, Barnes 0-1 0-0
0, Calhoun 0-1 0-0 0, Stppel 0-0 0-0 0,
Royster 0-00-0 0, Robinson 0-0 0-0 0
Totals 22-51 8-14 52
KENTUCKY (67) - Walker 10-14
13-18 33, Bennett 1-3.2-34,Bearup 2-3
2.25, Blackmon 0.20-1 0, Harden 0-2
0-00. Byrd 0-1 0.00. Andrews 7.5 0-0
4. Davender 1-5 2-2 4, Ziegler 0-1 0-3
0. McKinley 6-9 2-2 14. Lock 0.0 0-0 0
Jenklns 0-0 2-2 2 Totals 22-45 23-S3 67
Halftime - Kentucky 28.
Mississippi 23 Fouled out - Horne
Rebounds - Mississippi 26 K Laird
81, Kentucky 36 t Walker 131 Assists
- MlasIuIppI 8 IA Laird 2, E Laird,.
2. Coleman 24, Kentucky 16
(Davender 71

11S15-- kaper - -sets record
Murray State
freshman Patterson
Johnson set a school indoor record of 52-V4 in
winning the triple jump
at the Illini Classic
track meet over the
weekend at the University of Illinois.
Twenty-two university teams and tva:, track
clubs competed in the
weekend meet which
saw Johnson break the
1976 record of Patmore
Chatham by one-halt
Inch.- Johnson was 2441-.
inches- short of qualifying for the NCAA championships to be held in
Syracuse N.Y. on March
8-40.
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Road trip
unkind .to
MHS again

Racers ...
Continued from Pg.10
missed from the left
site, again striking
nothing but iron.
Despite.the loss, MSU
Coach Ron Greene was
Impressed with his
team's defensive effort,
especially against Kite
who gathered only
seven points - far
below his 17.3 average.
"I thought we had a
good effort overall, and
I thought we were in
pretty good shape to win
it," Greene said. "But
we turned the ball over
at critical times. I'm
proud of the effort, but I
feel very sorry for our
ballclub. But like I•told
them, this can either be
a stumbling block or a
stepping stone. This
isn't the end of the
world."
Greene went on to
discuss his team's erratic play on offense,
saying, "I have no complaints about our defensive intensity, but we
couldn't get any rhythm
or continuity on
offense."
Tech suffered the
same offensive problems as the Racers as
only Elliott broke the
double-digit barrier
with 20 points. Murray
had 15 from Glass and 10
from Martin, but teamleader Macklin managed only five points all
night and center Mike
Lahm was held to three.
Tech Coach Tom
Deaton said his team
had trouble on offense
and gave credit to Mur- -Tarr tOTIEF-defense -for
that. However, he said
his defense did what it
set out to do and that
was to shut down the
Racers' insIde attack.
In the last game against
Tech, Lahm had 22 and
Talley had 20. Saturday
they had eight
combined.
Murray's overall
record npw stands at
18-4'. Tech is 14-6.
MURRAY ST (SI) - Glass 7-15
is. Martin 3-6 44 10. Latin 0-3 3-4 3,

-

Macklin 2-8 1.2 5. Talley 8.10 1 I 5,
414.11-3-2 3-3 6, Brampton 3-6 1-2 7
Toted 111-48 11-1851
TENNESSEE TECH (53) - Boone
5-1304 10. Kite 3-8 1 3 7. Claraigton
4-11 0-0*, Elliott 9-16 2-4 30, Jones 3-4
2-4 I. Turner 1-3 00 2 Totals 34414

HalfUnse
Marra; IR. 21. Tin.
Neste.
t nesse, Tech IS!Masi eat
Rebounds - Muwsy IR. n (ILehro.
Meektin e). Tennallses 'MCA 48 •
Boceie lit Masts - Murray ft
Talley 4). Tennessee Tech 14 I Chu.
lngton 81 Total fouls - Murray It..
15, Tennessee Tech 18 A - $.382.

I' %(.I. II

CCHS teams contrast, but both notch wins

HARDWELL, Ky. After being beaten and
robbed at Marshall
County on Friday night,
the Murray High Tigers
took another lump
Saturday as they lost at
Carlisle County, 53-49.
The road, once again,
was not kind to the
Tigers• who have lost
their last three travel
engagements.
Saturday the Tigers
trailed by four, five or
six points at the end of
each period and couldn't
quite get over the hump.
At the end of the first
period the Tigers were
behind 15-11, then they
trailed 29-23 at intermission. At the end of the
third period they were
down 39-34 and they
trimmed a point off that
before the end of the
game.
Stan Rutledge had 17
points and Jay Wells added 16 in the losing effort, but DeWayne Hall
had 17 for Carlisle and a
Comet reserve added 14
to nullify the Tigers'
efforts.
From the field Carlisle hit 21 of 45 cOmpared
to Murray's 15 of 35.
When the game boiled
down to a free throw
shooting contest,
neither team shot exceptionally well. Murray collected 19 points
off 29 free shots and
Carlisle got 11 off 21
attempts.
Carlisle improved to
15-6 and -the Tigers dipped to 13-6.
Tonight, weather permitting, Murray wraps
.up its Fourth District
-schedule at home
against Mayfield.
at Bardwall
MURRAY (19) - West 7. Steve
Rutledge 3. Dailey 1, Wells 16. Stan
Rutledge i7, Wells 16. Wilkins 5
Totals - 16-35 Is-29 49
CARLISLE CO.(53)- Hall 17, Sante
4. Brower 5, Mae! 5. Pearson 4.
Brown 14, Stovall 2, Thomason 2
Totals - 71-46 11-21 53
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By DAVID TUCK.
Sports Writer
They used contrasting
methods, but both the
Calloway County girls
and boys varsity basketball teams notched victories against visiting
Hickman County Saturday night.

The Lady Lakers, now
11-4, relied on field goals
from the starters to
overcome 'poor free
throw shooting (14-31 for
45 percent) in a 52-32
win over the Lady
Falcons.
Calloway's boys burned the cords from the

charity stripe by connecting on 27 of 31 attempts, but they had to
be kick-started in the second half by the bench
In a 69-59 win.
Lakers 99,
Falcons 59
Calloway County,
15-5, bolted from the
gate with senior forward Brad Skinner
leading the charge with
25 points and six rebounds. Skinner put his
team's first seven points
on the board, and the
Lakers lead by as much
as 21-7 late in the first
quarter.
By halftime, the
Falcons had trimmed
the Laker lead to just a
point at 29-28, and
Calloway County coach
Jack Pack had some
sound advice for his
troops at intermission.
"We had a good talk,"
Pack said. "We had a
really bad letdown in
the second quarter and I
told the kids we couldn't
do that."
Although his starters
were on the ropes lute in
the first half, he was
hesitant to change his
lineup because most of
his substitutes had

played a junior varsity pleased with the play.of
game earlier that forward Terri Malcolm,
evening.
the team's lone senior.
Once he did, the situa- Malco.lm hit on seven of
tion turned around.
her nine tries from the
"J. W. Foster, Chuck floor and added a pair of
Adams and the two Gar- free throws to lead ad
rison boys (Mark and scorers with 16 points.
Mickey) car*'Jn and
did an excellent job,"
"Terri played an exPack said. "Sometimes, cellent game - that was
when you substitute you the best she's looked in
hope you don't lose weeks," Orr said.
Malcolm's 11 reanything, but they came
in and we gained bounds was also a game
high. Defensively, both
something."
Earilier, the Laker JV she and Sherri
squad rolled to a 68-41 Gallimore were responwin against Trigg Coun- sible for nine Falcon
ty. Mark and Mickey turnovers.
Garrison. scored 14,
keys game
apiece for the winners,
CALLOWAY CO 169 - Johnson 6
while Greg Futrell had 64 18. Skinner 8 9-11 25. Potts 34-4
11 and Tony Jackson 10. Waldrop 2 44 8, Nix 0 2-2 2,
Adame 1 2-2 1 Garrison, Mark 0 041
had 10.
0, Garrison. Mickey 0040: Foster I
0-00
Totals 21.27-31 69
The Lakers host
HICKMAN do 159i - Emerson
Wingo Tuesday night at 0-0 4 , Fitts 9 4-5 22. Crisp
0 0-0 U.
Witherspoon 00-0 0: Yarbro 54-6 14'7'
6:30 p.m.
Barnett 2 0-0 4. Lane I 1-2 3, AlexLady Lakers 52,
ander, L. 1 0-0 2. Alinumder. M 34-6
10, Jones 0 0-0 0, Mathis 0 0-0 0
Lady Falcons 32
Totals 23 13-1959
"Our starters played
girls rune
very well. tonight,"
CALLOWAY CO 452 - Moss 23-6
Calloway County girls 7. Malcolm 7 2-7 16, Anderson 4 0-1
8. Hill 1 54 7, Gallimore 3 1-27,
coach John Orr said. 00-0 0. Darnell 1 0-02. EldredgeRoss
01-2
"Most of the turnovers 1. Marquardt 11-3 3. Johnson 00.20,
'Banks 60-2 0, Grlines 00-0 0; Gibbs 0
came from our 0-0 0 Totals 19 14-31 52
HICKMAN CO - Alexiiider 4 2-4
substitutes, but overall,
10, Spraggs 00-00:Davis 25-7 9. Mcwe played a good Clure
3 0-0 6. Witherspoon 1 0-0 2.
Brad 0 3-4 3. Russell 1 0-1 2, Mills 0
ballgame."
Orr was especially 0-00. Walker 0040 Totals 11 10-16

Sampson named All-Star MVP
INDIANAPOLIS
(AP) - Ralph Sampson, only in his second
National Basketball
Association season, has
received one'of the few
honors to elude veteran
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
in 16 years.
Sampson was selected
Most Valuable Player in
the league's All-Star
Game Sunday after
ssoring a game-hlgh 24
ikints and helping ,the
Western Conference end
a _fiv.e-game losing
streak with a 140-129
decision over the East.
"It's about time a true
big man was selected,"
said Abdul-Jabbar, who
was making a record

(1,n)

SHOTS IN THE..., DARR Calloway
County guard Amberly Moss shoots this jumper
with a smile over Hickman County defender
Carla Davis (25). (Right) Although Mark. Garrison (34) didn't-KcaredurinkSAturday's makeup I
game, he came off the bench with Mickey.Gar-.
rison to .spark the !Aker defensive effort in a
69-59 victory-10 home.
Photos by David Tuck

2COREBOARD

•

toShack

Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

14th All -Star apSampson, one half of
pearance in the 35th edi- the Houston Rockets'
tion of this annual Twin Tower front line,
game. "And the way also led the West in rehe's progressing they hounds with 10 before a
may be giving it to him record crowd of 43,146.
many more times."
"His talents at forThe 7-foot-2 Abdul- ward haven't really.,
Jabbar, who broke a been exploited," said
deadlock with Wilt Abdul-Jabbar about
Chamberlain, Bob Sampson.
Cousy.and John
Abdul-Jabbar's Los
Havlicek for Ail-Star ap- Angeles Laker teampearancq, started at mate Earvin "Magic"
center 'with the 7-4 Johnson contributed 21
Sampson at forward.
points and 15 assists.

iumm

8.8°. A.P.R.
Financing Rote on 5-10
Pickups Through 3-31-85
attI i:/ I TAYLOR CHEVROLET
veravasesa
ram
753-2617
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MURRAY CHRYSLER-DODGE-PLYMOUTH

GIVES YOU
2WAYS TO SAVE

College Basketball Weekend Results
Florida AIM 97. Bethune
College Basketball Scores
Nebraska 66, Oklahoma St 48
COOkm'an 1113
Sunday's Games
Ohio U 60, Bowling Green 56
Furman 69. W Carolina 64
SOUTH
Oklahoma 81. Kansas St 75
Georgia Tech 94. Wake Forest 75
George Mason 54, Richmond 53
Purdue 86. Michigan St 65
North Carolina 75 Louisiana St , Georgia 79, Mississippi St 71
Syracuse 65. Notre Dame 62
Georgia Southern 71, Sainford 70
70
Tulsa 87, Wichita St. 75
Houston Baptist 80. Centenary 51
SOUTHWEST
W Illinois 77, SW Missouri 59
Jackson-St 78. Texas Southern 75
Texas 66, Rice 65
W Michigan 71. Cent Michigan
Jacksonville St 66. Livingston 00
Texas Tech 91, Houston 80
69
James Madison 65 Navy 62
Wabash 66. Taylor 51
Kentucky 67 Mississippi 52
Wisconsin 92. Ohio St 78 •
Saturday's Games
Mercer 81. Georgia St 62
Xavier. Ohio 72. St Louis 53
EAST
Middle Tenn 61. Austin Peay 60
Youngstown St 71. Morehead St
Georgetown 78. Boston Coll 68 ,
N Carolina St 82, So Methodist
68
Ford/tarn 66. Fiftlield
76. OT
SOUTHWEST .
George Washington 84. Rhode
Old Dominion 67. Jacksonville 65
Arkansas St. 69. Lamer 67
Island 75
9001..0 Florida 82 NC-Charlotte 81
Ark -Little Rock 66. Hardin.
Harvard 82, Brown 76
SE Louisiana 70. Sam Houston St
Simmons 62
Hofstra 91. Bucknell 71
Louisiana Tech 90, N Texas St. 72
Lafayette 63. Lehigh 59, OT
Southern 104. Grambling 74
Oral Roberta 83 Bradley 73 Tennessee Tech 53. Murray St
. MantiattanYt..tioly.Crolis ss
Stephen F. Austin 56. Nicholls St
Martin 72, Long Island U 63
51, 20T
52
Marshall 75, Citadel 65
Tn -Chattanooga 69. Davidson 58
Texas-Arlington 75. NE LouiMassachusetts 79. Penn St 78
Tubule 52. New Orleans 49, OT
siana 74
Niagara 83. Maine 72
Virginia 74. Louisville 65
Texas Christian 72, Arkansas 66,
Northeastern 74. Boston U 62
1,'a. Commonwealth 53. South
OT
Penn 48. Cornell 47
Alabama 45
Texas El Paso 97, Brigham
Pittsburgh 80, Seton Hall 68
Virginia Tech 82, Cincinnati 641
Young 86. 3CYT
Princeton 63, Columbia 58
NMI 64. Appalachian St. 56
Texas-San Antonio 83 SW Texas
Siena 81, Hartford 116
William & Mary PO, East Carolina
St 76
St. Francis, Pa. 81. Robert Mor• Ti
,
W Texas St 64 9 1111001s 57
nit 77
MIDWEST
St. John's 70, Villanova 68
Toledo 66, Ball St 56'
FAR WEST
St. Joseph's 81, Duquesne 54
Butler 71, Evansville 69
„..._Arizona 66. California 48
S. Carolina St. 57, M.d..E. Shons52.Arizona St 91, Stanford 75
• •,
Temple 53, St Bonaventure 52
Dayton 60, Canislus 52
Fresno St 63, Nev -1.4$ Vegas 52
Wagner 93. Loyola, Md 89
FiePaul 90, Pepperdine 65
Idaho St Sti, N Arizona 56
West Virginia 73. Rutgers 57
E Illinois 90, N Iowa 82
Long Beach St 72. San Jose St 68
SOUTH
E Kentucky.61. Akron..55
Montana Ht. Botee St. 49
Ala -Birmingham 77. W Ken
III -Chicago 62, ‘'alparafilo 47,
Montana St 81 Idaho 61
lucky 62
Illinois St 67. Drake 46
Oregon St 53. Oregon 51
Alabama St 75, Prairie View 65
Indiana 78. Northwestern 59
San Diego St 79, Wyoming 70
Alcorn St 81, Miss Valley St 74
Kansas 75. Memphis St 71
Southern (Mt O
Washington St
Auburn 75. Tennessee 60
Kent St 62, N Illinois 60
58
Cent Florida 69, Campbell 59
Loyola, Ill. 127. Detroit 100
Utah 65, New Mexiclp 58
Miami OhIo 65, F sticplep!u_
Utah St MO. New Mexico St 79
Duke 70. Maryland 62
asisthglon elf10
$1'
al- Florida 78, Vanderbilt 66
Missouri 73. Iowa St 70
%O'er St 77 Nev -Reno 62

High school Basketball Results
r

Kentucky Prey Basketball
Saturday's Games
So,*
*
Adair Co.71, W Hardin 60.
Ashland GO. Shelby Co 52
Bellevue 74, Ludlow 50
Berea 82. Menifee Co 73
Breckinridge Co 64, Todd Ctrl 56
Campbell Co 70. Pendleton Co M
Carlisle Co 53. Murray 49
Caverns 90, Allen Co .SctsvIl 63
Central City R2. Ninth k 0 A
Christian Co 73. Ohio Co A
Estill Co 57, Harrison Co 50
Franklin Simpson 6P
Russellville 61
Huard N. Lsr• Co 41 •
HopklnsvUle 70, Henderson Co 61
59-- Sethireootoem 74. Lou Moore 51
Jeffersonville (Ind I 66. Lau,
Ballard ST

South 1 2th Street

Letcher is A hilesburg 66 60T
Lewis C6 65, Elliott Co 51
Lou Mutter 57, N Hardin 54
Lou Eastern 65, Lou Trinity 56.
_ Lou St Xavier 41, Cincinnati
Taft 43
•
Metcalfe Co 100. Tompkinsville

so
Pulaski Co 79. Lou Atherton 62
Red Bird 64 Buckhorn 49
Riverside ('hr 66, Wheelwright
561ST
Russell 70. Montgomery:Co 67
OT
S Spencer ,
57 Owensboro
Cath
SW Christian 107 Walden IS
Scott Co 57. Mason Co 55
linanciss.
E.
W Hills 52. Harrodsburg 49 OT
Gab
Ballard ktom 45. Heath 32

•
•
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I
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FINANCING**

RATE

5-SPEED MANUAL,
2.2 LITER ENGINE AND
AM/FM STEREO RADIO
NO CHARGE!'

We make it easy to get into a New Omni Charger.
Horizon or Tourism'o-with low 8.8% financing. Plus, get
5 speed transmission. 2.2 liter engine and AM/FM stereo
rack, at na charge when you buy Omni s: Charger's.
Horizon's or Tourismo's discount Manual Transmission
Package

QUALITY BACKED BY CHRYSLER'S
5/50-PROTECTION PLAN.
Ever-9 new car Chrysler builds comes with limited
warranties on powertrain and outer body
rust-through for 5 years or 50,000. miles,
whichever comes first. Deductible applies and
leases ore excluded. ASK.FOR DETAILS. •

Bourbon Co. 79. Nicholas Co. 29
Breckinridge Co 55, Hancock Co
4e
Bremen 51, Drakesboro 46
Builitt E 44. Spencer Co 38.
Dayton 49, Ludlow 47
Hardin 72. Fordsville 71
Graham 65, Central City 52
Lou eRP 61. Lou Manual 51
Madison Ctri 35. t'orbin 34
Mason Co 83. Hart-loon Co 60_ _
Muidenberg Ctrl 41
Hughes
•-•
Kirk 40
Oldham Co 64 Gallatin Co 13
Oneida Baptist
Buckhorn 33
Owensboro Apollo 53 Ohio Co 50
Pans 50 Estill Co 48
49
.43/L61111
116. Garras4 Co.
RtisseIhIll10 OF Buller Co 35
Trimble Co. a:. rriusstori
Whitley Co Id :Wayne Co 44

753-897 1

Aimiluommsammapopsumpookel-....3.111*--

On Dodge Omni or Charger,
& Plymouth Horizon or Tourismo

Southside Cento

BUY NOW AND
_
GET 8.8% FINANCING!
41
U./
ysie,
ch,
ptry.pt

MURRAY 'CHRYSLER:DODGE-PLYMOUTH
604 South 12th Murray, Ky. 753-7114

"
••Financing available through Chrysler Credit Corporation at partIcipating dealers tor qualified buyers Uealer contribution
may affect final price See dealer tor-details tElasee on sticker price of ciEtions if puirhased separately
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House fire kills two ncar Bremen
a couple of minutes,
Phillips said, but it took
The house was "fully more than two hours to
Involved" in flames get the smoke out.
He said the roof was
when Bremen and
Graham firefighters ar- heavy metal, which
rived on the scene short- allowed for no ventilaly after 7 p.m. Saturday. tion and caused intense
heat.
Phillips said.
The fire apparently
Smoke in the house
was so thick that started near the
firefighters had a hard bathroom in the threetime getting close bedroom home, which
enough to ventilate the belonged to Ms. Neal,
firefighters said.
house, he added.
Roy Crider, a state
The flames were
"knocked down" within police arson in -

BREMEN, Ky. (AP)
- A fire possibly caused
by faulty wiring or a
heating system spread
rapidly through a house
in the Brier Creek community near here,
claiming two lives,
authorities said.
Mary Katherine Neal,
65, and Leslie Russell
Cabbage, 72, died in
their home about 3.9
miles north of Bremen
on Kentucky 175, according to Rodney Phillips,
deputy chief
. of the

Bremen Volunteer Fire
Department.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer to Previous Puzzle
SW AP
L
S--T-E M
G
A
RIA
AlA
0,
'A
0
A
A
A
A

42 Prophet
43 Offspring

' ACROSS -

44 Hurl
• 1 Stitch
4 Cubic meter . 45 Supposing that
47 Reverberation
9 Simian
49 Seat on horse
12 Macaw
., 13 EthiCel53 Nonmetallic
14 Beat down
element
15 Calling
57 Room in harem
17 Wager
058 Make amends
19 Retained
60 Condensed
21 Negative
moisture
61 Plaything
22 Give up
25 Dawn goddess
62 Groups of
27 Wading bird
persons
31 Southern
63 Be in debt
black tnrd
DOWN
32 Concession
34 Greek letter
1 Algonquian
35 Time gone by
Indian
36 Parcel of land
2 Period of time
37 Symbol for
3 Armed conflict
tantalum
Prntail'duCk
38 Advanced
5 Submarine
41 Opening
mines
1

2

4

3

-

12 t

,5

0
A

A
A
IL A

TORY
P0

PESTER
E
S A
E
S.0 N
E.N.D.
E E_D

A

E

6 Teutonic deity
7 Tattered cloth
8 Verve 9 Priest's
vestment

N
6
7
8 119

11

10

14

1

17

19

21

,

o
g

'

27 1
1
11111
1111

p 36

57
4'

p4 ,

f

15

1

I

44

I

47

Ii
61

•58

I

4:

0 Crony: colloq.
1 Organ of sight
1.6 Piece out
18 Damp
20 Male turkey
22 Collection of
tents: pl.
23 Habituate
24,Roman gods
26 Quieting
28 Prefix: twice
29 Specks
30 Breaks
suddenly
32 Mature
3A Turf
35'Sharp to the
• • •- taste
39 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
40 Female deer
41 Proceed
44 Bushy clump
46 Pennant
48 Garden tools *
49 Drunkard
50 Fuss
51 Period

53
-

S.

A E
N
V E S co DOT
A

1

15

A

0

54

55 754

I
60

62

63

of time
52 Sched, abbr.
54 Artificial
language'
55 Recent
56 Female sheep
59 Attached to

vestigator, said the fire
was accidental and
could have been caused
by faulty wiring or the
heating system. He said
there was no evidence of
arson.
Cabbage was found in
the hallway near the
bathroom, and Ms. Neal
was found in one of the
bedrooms, according to
Muhlenberg County
Coroner Charles Nelson.

Rural China
wild man was
rare monkey

PEKING (AP) - A
news report that rural
people caught a legendary "wild man" was a
hoax, and the captured
creature is really a rare
stump-tailed macaque
monkey, the China Daily reported today.
The official Englishlanguage newspaper
blamed the China Wild
Man Research Institute
for promoting the phony
story and said the institute had paid the captors a $1,050 reward
although it knew the
beast was not a wild
man.
4ftural people from
Xinning county in
Hunan province caught
the monkey in a chase
after it harassed two
young girls in the countryside last Oct. 24, the
China Daily said.
The captors displayed
the beast in neighboring
counties for three mon' ths, collecting $35 a day
-in fees, before a local
judge ordered the
animal turned over to
the Wuhan-based in'stitute in late January,
the newspaper said.
A widely publicized
account in the southern
newspaper Shenzhen
Daily on Feb. 5 quoted
Li Guangyu, an official
of the institute, as saying the creature appeared to be a wild man.

YOU CAN BE UJAU<IN6
ALONG NOT THINKING
OF ANYTHINti Iti.PARTICULAR

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2

Notice

'(Thr
-

ot)
c[y
mosmimm..

HAPPY
65TH
PAT
Love,
Bobby and
Patricia
Do Something Nice
For Yourself.
Call BIBLE CALL
759-4444
Children's Tope
759-4445
JUDY Williams Tax
Service. Reasonable
rates. Call for an appointment 436-2524 or
436-5496.
NORTH 64I Craft &
Flea Market, Murray,
Ky. Now open weekends
(spaces available). For
information call 7534566.

SOFTWARE
SOLUTIONS
Quality software
at discount prices
for your apple.
C-64 or IBM PC.
753-2320
Located inside
John's
Saying Canter
Open:
3-7 PM, Mon.-Fri.
1-5 PM Sat.
t' EW8 ONALIZED

Valentine gifts: ladies
panties, appliqued
sweatshirts, aprons. Let
us can your gift! Faye's
Monograms, Downtown, Murray. 753-7743.
REDUCE safe & fast
with GoBese capsules &
E-Vap "water pills"
Holland Drug.

WE TAKE
THE CAKE
Balloon Bouquets, Fruit
'Baskets, Gorilla-Grams,
Rent-a-Clown, Cakes,
Catering, Free Delivery.
753:9280

5. Lost and Found
BROWN & white beagle
SIALDID_
I.ADIE-S_
AND GENTLEMEN !
NANCY 44A5 EATEN
5ROCCOLI!

lost around Eldridge
Swffts. Reward. Call
07-8076.
VOUND. Calico Cat near
Gatesborough. Call 7530372.
LOST„Yellow and white
Tom cat. Lost in Carter
Elamentary School area.
Approx 8 years old. Call
753-5810.

:jo.THIS
NECESSARY

6. Help Wanted
HIGH TECH CAREERS
We accept high school
diploma graduates, experienced or not for
training in many fields.

YOU MEAN,tHIS
f5OTHE R5 YOU?

CAN'T YOU CLOSE YOUR MOUTH
TO EAT? YOU'RE HARP TO
LOOK AT

If you're age 17-34,
willing to relocate at our
expense, call for inter-

•

0
o
o

0021

view Mon.-Thurs.. 8
am -3 pm, toll-free
1-800-238-5580.

4.

44*
Ascar•

MECHANIC TRAfNEES1 7-34-year-olds with
high school diploma. No
experience necessary.
Must be able to
relocate. Full pay with
benefits while training.
Call toll-free, Mon.Thurs. 8 am-3 pm,
1-800-238-5580.

rerzoi,.
.
4wn
THANKS! NoW I'LL
HAVE A HECK OF
A TIME TELLING
WHICH 15
HO/ ICH

BE A GREA- TEST
OF OUR Ani..i...PONEP

NE STILL.
2
MORE
DAYS TO
TY

NOT OLP/

ONE

4

TWO CUR

Bills piling up? Looking
for a way out? DON'T
BE LAZY, get
motivated. Call 762-3839
to learn how I can help
you start building personal and financial
success. YOU CAN
change your life for the
better!
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
Sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped- envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418'Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce Fl. 33482.
FEDERAL, state, &
--civil jobs available. Call
1-(619)-5694304 for info.
24hrs..

LET'5 GO
FOP IT

7-

aidy,

J

4.

1
'

4i71""hk- 2su

GOVERNMENT Jobs.
$15,000-$50,000/year
possible. All oc•-•
cupations. How to
find.Call 805-687-6000
Ext. R-8155 to find out
how.
MANAGER trainee, if
you qualify you will
receive $1500 for two
months while in school,
$24,000 per year after
graduation. Sales &
management experience helpful. Call
901-885-3074, 8:30a.m.9:30a.m. only.
NEEDED, babysitter
for 3 and 5 year old.
Approximately 25 hours
per week. Call 753-4801.

9. Situation Wanted
SSWIN - a era one,
babysitting, ironing. All
my work's guaranteed.
All types of tailoring. I
have an answering
Machine so for any of
these services call
Barbara 759-1836.
WILL do babysitting in
my home day & night.
Call 753-6043.

10. Business Opportunity
International steel.
building manufacawarding
turer
dealership
in
available areas
soon. Great profit
potential in an expanding industry
)
For application call
Wedgcor (303)
759-3200. Ext.
2403.
13. For Sale or Trade
GEORGE Hodge and
Son. We buy trade and
sell used furnituh,
appliances and T.V.'s.
For sale: used freezers,
refrigerators, ranges,
washers & dryers, used
bunk beds, regular
beds, bedroom suites,
dinette suites, couch k
chair sets, odd chairs &
couches, shelves &
'bookcases, pots, pans
and dishes. 010 Dixieland
Shopping Center.

14. Want to Buy
1 ACM of land 1 or 2
miles from Hardin. Call
759-1668 after 5p.m.
WANT to buy 'standing
timber. Call 492-8877.
WANT to buy new or
used canoe. If you have
one for sale, call 7591668 after noon.

;

SALESMAN

WE'VE GOT To REACH PRE*IDENT
GORANPO FAsT, DEVIL. CoNcE *me
FIRINC3 STARTS, IT'LL
TOo

24. Miscellaneous

OFFICE
FURNITURE
Desks,files, chairs,
folding tables, etc.

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky.
442-4302
DINING room suitewalnut, rectangular
table, 6 chairs- beautiful
upholstery and china
cabinet with light. Like
new, $500. Call 756-1073.
MATCHING twin beds
with mattresses & box
springs, and matching
dresser, $250. Call 4362106.
ROUND wooden table &
* chairs, maple finish.
-Call 753-8092.
SEARS king-size bed, S
yr. old, excellent condition, 1800...Call 759-9926.

WAIRMYelrhT.--Mravy

retail
Local
business looking
for aggressive person. Sales experience important. All inquiries
confidential. Send
resume to tbdger
& Times P.O. Box
1040-G.

20- DIRT blazer bike
for sale. 4 years old.
Good condition, $35
firm. Call 753-012e.
JCP exercise bench,
with leg lift, chinning
bar & 1st bar, $250. Call
750-9021.
25. Business Services
Richard W. Jones
Tax Service
' Confidential professional
service. BS in accounting
with 14 years experience
in preparing personal,
business and farm returns
94 West and
Oaks Road
Call 753-3215 for appoint
ment day or night
r OR advertising
specialties, calendars,
magnetic signs, and
political campaign
materials, call Jim
Cain, Murray, Ky.
Phone (502) 759-1602.
"You feel no pain when
you buy from Cain." .
JOYCE Noel Tax Service. Short forms still
$7.50, long forms $15
and up (includes
Federal & State). In
home service for
elderly or shut-ins. Call
489-2440 between 8a.m.8p.m. for appointment
.Or information.
kIM Long Tailor Shop.
Alterations, tailoring,
specializing in narrowing repels. Drapes
made. 400 S. 4/13,
9a.m.-5p.m., 753-1396.
RESUME diserfation
word processing, Professionaly prepared and
returned to you by mail.
Excutive Secretarial
Service, Lexington Ky.
606-276-4523.
SHIRLEY DAVIS TAX
SERVICE- Federal and
state tax returns
prepared your place or
mine. No extra charge!
Free pickup artd deliv.eny. Phone 436-5574.
MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
Enrolled To Practice
Before The IRS. Bachelor
Degree in Accounting at
Murray State. 8 years of
experience preparing Individual, Business, Partnership, and Corporate
returns. Low rates and
hundreds of satisfied
clients. Now preparing
returns day or night call
759-1425
for
an
appointment

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

15. Articles for Sole

30. Business Rentals

12x65 MOBILE home.
Furnished, undrpinning, blocks': nice. Also,
'81 Chevrolet 3/4 ton
pickup, extra nice. Call
498-8588.
1984 Buccaneer 14x70,
step-up kitchen, 2 BR. 2
bath, central heat & air,
dishwasher, underpinned and much more.
Price reduced. Call
758-9644.
'69 oFIAFERALL 12x52.
2 BR in Fox Meadows,
has velvet drapes, carpeted, dinning table,
radio, T.V. center,
chair, table, floor lamp,
other extra's refrigerator, stove, gas heat, ac,
$3,400. Call 753-9672.

28. Mobile Hornet for Rent
BED OOM trailer.
gas heat, in Hardin. Call
759-1417.
I OR 3 BR, furnished,
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.

Til=r11=
01 en .-Pe
Brandon DUI, Dill's
Trailer Court. Must have
references.

FOR RENT

1983 Y
wheeler,

Two commercial
buildings located
4th & Sycamore,
753.4494

48. Au
t.00b
battens
$15. Call
TRIF-AIT
Full lln
automoi
deliver.
4461.

)"OR lease, 604 Olive
St., 3.000 sq. ft. of office
space. 3 months free
rent with 3 yr. lease.
Call collect: Wayne

49. U

Mayes 502-582-1400.'

1968 'PC

$550. Cal

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492

1976 CA
de VIII
$1200.
5889.
1977 GIl

loaded.
ep.m. 75

32. Apts for Rent
1 BEDROOM apt. Appliances & water furnished, $82 per month.
Call 753-0505.
COUPLE of female
graduate students will
share a 3 BR house near
MSU and downtown.
753-6577- or call collect
443-1071 for Kathy.
PUKNISHED Apartment
one bedroom, also sleeping room. Adults only.
Zimmerman Apts, S 16th Street. Murray. Call 7536609.
RIGH heat bills. Try
this new R30 (10 1/2
Inches insulation) 1 BR
apt., 3 mi. east of town.
Call 753-8848:
:TAKING applications'
\I9r Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
E qual Housing
fr
r
ru
and one bedroon unfurnished apartment.
Lease and deposit required, no pets, adults
only. Call 753-9208- after 4

pm.
33. Rooms for Rent
ROOMS near campus.
Boys only. Call 753-5561.
34. Houses for Rent
2 BR house, $200
month plus deposit.
Adults 753-6156.
2 -BEDROOM house in
Murray. Call 753-5561.
2 BEDROOM house.
1639 Miller, Murray.
492-8225.

38. Pets-Supplies
•

Labrador

•
full blooded, 5
weeks old. Call 753-0638.
imIHUAHUAS, AKC,
small males. $125. J&J
Kennels, 901-782-3268.
43. Real Estate
BANK of Murray & Fm
B.A. repossessed properties. Other listings,
Murray -Calloway Co.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
753-8146 or Ron Talent
753-9894.
46. Homes for Sale
2 BR home in Hardin, 2
acres, central air
heat, full basement
Only serious Inquiries
call 437-4713

FOR SALE
BY OWNER
1'

story house, 4

bedrooms. livingroorn,
dining room. don,
built-In kitchen, wood
stove,
attached
garage and workshop.
Born & pond, on 3
acres, less than 15
minutes from Myirray
$49,500.
tall
1.345-2817.

y

'washer with 4 cycles.
tInly" $6.00 per week.
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530596.

wrannTar17777E1T-

frigerator with textured
steel door. Only $8.00 per
week. Rudolph Goodyear
753-M95.

16. Home Furnishings
1=141 out of work long!

00E LL evA,Lx n-QOUGH
ENTIRE STOQE An

Help Wanted,

4 7. IA

DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

SODDENLY, YOU'RE
REMINPED OF A
LOST LOVE

6

WHIRLPOOL

heavy
dryer with 3 temp selections. Only $4.00 per
week. Rudolph Goodyear,
753-0695.

20. Sports Equipment
, Elorers Dun
Shop; S&W 44 mag.
$375, M/36 $200. M/19
$250, M/27 $245, M/459
$330, M/60 $245, M/66
$270, Ruger Super Black
Hawk no. 759-9673.
24. Miscellaneous
LARGE Ashley wood
stove. Nice condition.
Call 759.4663.
PIONEER UKP•7606
auto -reverse car
casisettee radio. Bass,
treble loudness, music
search. $100 o.b.o. 7501728 before 5p.m.
SEASONED firewood-.
oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
7534338.
SE ASONED_pak
firewood.
WM do
tree trimming, removn g , and shaping
shrubbery. Call
753-5476.
WHIRLPOOL microwave
oven with 700 watts cooking power, Only $4.50
week. Rudolph Goodyear.
758-06115.

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 300.50
Opened
Today
299.75
Down
.75

SILVER'PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
6.16
Opened Today
6.11
Down
.05

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM

JEWELERS

OLYMPIC PLAZA

753-7113
We buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
Hours. 10 8 Daily. 12-S Sunday

AMERICA'S NO. 1 BEVERAGE ROUTE
DISTRIBUTORSHIP (TOP NAME IN U.S.A.)
WORK OWN HOURS $3500 Investment
Light, pleasant, high profit, route business
restocking (from car) local outlets with biggest
name in beverage industry. 80 year old product stocked by every major food store. Enjoys lifetime repeat business.
Must- aspire up-to - -

INCOME OF $40,000 YR. UP
TRASH applications NOT considers Inter- •
views granted ONLY to strictly QUALIFIED prescreened applicants submitting fat the time of
responding to ad) all the following:
(1) Time available to service accounts(Days,
Evenings, Weekends).
(2) MUST INCLUDE DOCUMENTED PROOF of
required $3500 for inventory NOW IN BANK
(AT TIME OF RESPONDING TO AD).
(3) Year Car and Phone Number.
Write Box 1040-E c/o this paper.

8.8-

APR.

Financing Rote on 5-10
Pickups Through 3.31-85
diewmajWkIN TAYLOR CHEVROt IT
iNfrAikti,
753 26 1 7
ophommicom-imvaii.
marmwmwkwhior

•••••
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

MIPM.

47. Motorcycles
wheeler, Call 489-2757.,
48. Auto Services

GOOD reconditioned
batteries, guaranteed,
$15. Call 753-3711.
1KT All Pro Auto Parts.
Full line auto parts k
automotive paint. We
deliver. 504 Maple, 7534461.
49.

Cars

4 9 . Used Cars
'75
RABBIT. Good
1979 PONTIAC Sunbird.

49. Used

1983 YAMAHA

Used Cars

1968 70INITTA tettans,
$550. Call 7564868.
1975 CADILLAC. Coupe
de Ville, fully loaded
$1200. Call 753-7111 or 4365869.
1977 GRANEr'Prix, red,
loaded. Please call after
6p.m. 7594505.

Auto, under 50,000 mi..
good on gas, $2700. Call
753-8192 between 4p.m.Z•28 Camaro, dark
blue metallic, t-top, velure interior, ERS stark)
system, all options, New
Eagle GT radials, car in
showroom condition. Will
sell $500 below book or
best offer. Call 753-8817
ask for Tim.
73 DODGE Charger.
Perfect condition, new
brakes, blue, 40,000 mi.
Call 753-2436.

1977 JAYCO 20 ft.
shape. Good gas mile- self-contained trailer.
age. Reasonably priced. air 'ic awning. Call
435-4429.
Call after 5p.m. "Mov
ing" 759-9969.
17.1ra.good
condition $1895. Galloway
50. Used Trucks
Motors
Henderson, Ky.
1-8264263.

111111•1enrrrr3=
1).

Call 758.2621.
190 5-15 GMC pickup.
Extra sharp. Rally
wheels, white letter
tires, 4 speed. Call
753-1596 or 753-5905.
1983 CJ7 JEEP. Call
after 6p.m. 753-7644.
1984 /1)YCYTA 4x4. Extra cab, SR5 sport
truck. Low mileage.
77.4 FIREBIRD. Needs perfect condition, 753paint & runs good. Call 1342 or 436-5529 ask for
Eric.
,
4043.
753

61.11
f.ar
/n.
ect

epSth

1/2
BR
vn.

nt
r3
Lie
y.
g

If Your Grandchild
is the sweetheart
of your life...

rea
innt,
rer4

Have
Them Pictured
In A Heart On
Valentine's Day!

US

It.

•

Your picture
will be in
a heart
like this!

14 ler. fiberglass

fish
boat & trailer, 40 hp
Johnson motor, fix up
real nice. 200 E Yamaha
3 wheeler, like new. Call
753-6132.
16 FT. Stinger bass
boat, 115 Mercury. Real
good condition. Call
435-4429.

a
Wedding
•
Photography
753 8298
•
•
• CARTER STUDIO -•
e
• 100 MAIN ST SUITES S
• 1 North .3rd Entrance
•

•

APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric. ranges,
micro•waves. dish wash e r s • refrigerators, e-t.' Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghou-se,
Whirlpool. 22 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper"
Bob's Appliance SO%
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 4365848 (home).
CARPENTER, 27 years
experience. At this time
taking interior work.
Also, taking suitable
exterior bids on
buildings. Get on the
lists now. Call for W.A.
& Son collect 345-2024.
DELL Electric is now rewinding electric motors.
Call 753-9104.
lekNch sales at Sears
now. Call .Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your need?
VORREST Construe lion. All types of construction & remodeling,
additions & new house
blue prints. Call
153-9688.

Mail or bring in $6.25, the child's picture and
name, names ,of Grandparents along with a selfaddressed stamped envelope for the return of the
original photo.

ROOFING!
15 Years Experience,
References, Free
Estimates.

' 436-2999
How excited your grandchild will be when he sees
his picture in the paper on Valentine's 113y1 Limit
one child per heart!

m
rogs.
70
St.
!nt

Deadline For Receipt Of Photos Is Feb. 11th.

The'Murray
Ledger &
Times

Les

GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years exCarpentry,
erience.
o
oncrete, plumbing,
ring. siding. NO JOB
0 SMALL. Free esmates: Days 753-6973,
hts 474-2276.
.
Y
Sears continuous _gut-.
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
'Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
tAR9Lp's.Tree SerAce. Topping', cutting,
trimming. etc. Also.
clean-up work, shrubbery & over grown areas.
Fast, dependable service. Insured. For free
estimates call 437-4607

L

.I

Classified Advertising
Department
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky. 42071
Ph. 753•1916

Professional
Stump Removal
Service
Call 474-2774
or 474-2741

6 cm.• 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

MURES
If it's with wel
Peals; Plum
or electric, then
hey. the answer.
Cell John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
woofing-sin,'
provided.

MOrraytallowly
Cootyllospital

1515131
Calloway Cody
Rouse Sqad

- -153-6952-

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Molowinoro god Vinyl
Sid*, Costow trim
work. References.
C60 Will Ed Biriloy,
751•01ff.

Send
your
LEE'S CARPET
packages the easy
CLEANING
way
Use our convient
free Estimates
service --vvelccepi
Vibra Steam or
UPS packages for
Quick
shipment
Dry Cleaning.
COURT SQUARE
'
Upholstery CleanANTIQUES
ing
Downtown
Court Square
753-5827
753-7499

Free Estimates
759-1983

Services Offered

53

Services Offered

LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753:7203.
REEL) work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-0338.
ODIC job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy. I install. You
break, I fix. Call 4362868
AINTINGpaperhanging,
commercial- residential. Free estimates. References 25
yrs. experience.
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
ItOOFINO„ plumbing.
Siding, Additions,
Painting, General Carpentry. P.A. Molony Co
753 - 8628 . Free
Estimates.

trim for all houses. It
stops painting.

Jack Glover
753-1873

PAINTING
INTERIOR Nil
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716
FREE ESTIMATES*

INSULATION Mown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
JOINER'S Tree Service. 30 years experience. Also bucket
truck for hire. Call
753-0366.
LEK'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a tree
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.

Aluminum
Service Co.

53. Services

SEWING Machine Re-,
pair. All makes and
models. Industrial,
home and commercial.
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Ken.
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.

Aluminum anal Vinyl
siding and Aluminum

_

Plurn),Ing

Police
911

CHIM-CHIM CHIMNEY SWEEPS

WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal_
1 sand.
-67
f11
63
C
Call Roger Hudson,
7
d:3
741545o
gror
a 7
e53
i,

siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689

7

Wanted

WOOD, any type. up to
4' long & 12" diameter 4
mi. S of Murray on 641
753-9251

!•1

&

Ofiunros

FARM
LUMBER
*Boxing
*Framing
*Born Posts
*Fence Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING

•
•

•

SOLID WOOD CABINETS &•
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Botch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry er
GUNCASES • NIMNTLES • BOOKCASES•
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES ,
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING•
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop Sy & Soo Our Display
-

753-5940
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
•
.••••••It••••••••_• I,•t

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

THWEATTS Alternator, Generator & Starter
Service (rebuilt & repaired). Route #1, Almo,
KY, 42020. Shop
(502)753-8742
;MT BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Calf;Thr
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409.4, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.

•

OVF
20 YEARS
E XPERIENCE

•

8.8°. A.P.R.
Financing Rote on S-10
Pickups Through 3-31-85
TAYLOR CHEV • T
753-2617

Industrial Drive
Murray, Ky.
Phone 759-1099

Aluminum and vinyl

5

Offered

Electric. Call 437-4740.

Valentine

THOMAS ELECTRONIC
; SATELLITE SERVICE
REPAIR & SALE Hwy. 94 at Lynnvillir Ky.

welines

81,150 end up

502-382-2823

on Valentine's Day

AUCTION

IN this nevitiaper

FARM MACHINERY ** THREE

FARMS
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1985

C.

10:00 A.M. - REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

Think how happy your "special someone" will
be when she !or he ! reads the persoanl
message from you on Valantine's Day

HOLLAND BROS. INC. ,
WINGO KENTUCKY
SELLING AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION
:I'
i
. 41 •.:
ALL THREE FARMS WILL BE AUCTIONED
FROM THE FARM MACHINERY SALE SITE
ARM #1 - 34.5 Acres a Located At The Wingo, Ky.
it City Limit Edge, The Land is Open Roiling A
In A Good Permanent Pasture. The Farm Is

Build a memory, compose !milt* message and
mail or phone it to the Classified Advertising
Departtnent. The cost is low.

•

Your message will appear in the special Valentine Love Lines featured in the Classified Section of this newspaper on February 14

Well For Cattle. Improvements Consist Of A B
rain Bin With Blower And Unloeding Auger, A
tack Barn With Pole Sheds On Both Sides, A
ock Holding Corrsi, A Fresh Water Watering Tank, A
An Older Tobacco Barn In Fair Shops. There is A Man
ade Lake Stocked With Fish And A Greet Deal Of R
rootage Along The.Entire.East Botindary.
ARM #2, - 22 Acres a I-ocated At The Wingo, Ky.
• uth City Limit Edge. Ties Lind II Open Roiling
a hepod Permanent Pasture.The Farm Is Fenced Wei
or tittle And Has A Fresh Water Watering Tank.
s Road Frontage Across The Entire West Boundary. ,
ARM is3 - 150 Acres a Located At Pryorsburg, Ky.
And Lies Along The North SideOf The Purcheee Park
ay. The Entire Farm Is Made Up011Good Fertile C
ottom Soil And Produces Weil Every Year. The Fa
$ Fenced For Cattle And Imprivethents Consist Of
hree Bay Too! Or Livestock Shed,&Livestock
omit And A Good Wen With A presh Water Warted
ank. The Farm Has Been Weil Maintained The P
veral Years Using Good armlng Practices. This I
ertainly One Of The Beller F
s To Be Auct
This Spring.

Sind the coops below or dial 753-1916

All Three Farms Couple With Reel Estate
Ingredients Of Location, Verlatiltly Of
Row Cro Land And Pliture Land

TERMS ON REAL STATE:
15% Down Day Of Sale-Balance Due Within :30 Da s
FARM MACHINERY

Dave: I haven't
spent one day not
loving you only'
I'm yours forever'
Love, Arnie

Our love 111
the kind tH1111
Mats forever'

oader w Hyd. Bucket "A n•al Nice Outfit" • K
Gleaner Combine, CAA. Chopper, S.N. KKS-25347, w
13' Platform And 2 Row Corn Head,"Reel Good"•New
Holland 850 Round Beier. "Real Nice"• New Holland
479 Haybine. "Real Nice" • New Holland 256 Rake,
"Real Nice" • John Deere 1240 Planter wreetilize.
"Reel Nice"• John Deere 9' AW Wheel Disc, "Real
Nice"•Side Winder 6' - 3 Point Rotary Cutter•Ford
x16" Plow •John Deere 3x16" Plow • Ford 3 Point
Pond Scoop• Case 7' - 3 Point Blade•3 Point Hay Fork
Bush Hog 10' Pull 'Type Cutter• 3 Tine Pull Type
Anhydrous Applicator•3 Point Tractor Seeder•John
DOOM 14 Hole Orin w Seeder• 300 Gallon Pull Type
Spray Rig•iFiC 9' Whim Disc•PTO Post Hole Digger
iHC 2 Row 3 Point Cultivator•7 Tine 3 Point Chisel
Plow•John Deere 4 Row 3 Point Rotary Hoe•2 Wheel
Trailer•Fence Row Sprayer•Set Of 14.9x28 Duels•
Portable Fuel Tank •Two - Pride Of The Farm Cattle
Feeders•Squeeze Chute• Head Gate•Round Bale
Feeders•50 Cow Portable Corral w Loading Chute•
1970Ctlairy ?Ton w20' Midwest Grain Bed,Twin Hoist,
2 Speed • Walker Neck Over 2 Axle 20' Stock Trailer.
Tires

Ad From The Paper
And Sive For A Handy Reference)

911

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

53

John Deere 4230 rector, C&A,2 d. Valves, Weights,
S.N.003287R,"Real Nice"•John
2030 Dal. Tractor, Remote Valve, Spin Out Wheels, Weights, S.N.
140524T, "Real Nice"•INC 544 psi Tractor, Remote
Valve, TA. Spin Out Wheels. S.N. 10374 With INC

Dial-A-Service
Taxi Cab Service

53. Services Offered

31-10LAR
52. Boats-Motors

53. Services Offered

GRAND tp
PARENTS:

urith.

51. Campers

row Wile

Easy Order Blank For

Valentine
Love Lines

+.1

For Furtiwr information Contact
Holland Bros. Inc. 502-376-2211
Or Bill Holland 502-376-5401
Or J R. Hoiiiind 5b2-376-8446

C•0 lot • Fn.. Estrnst•
0ur1.1$ Wadi Good hoc..
CHININE$ CLEANING
•11.1.• At.1,1*Cf
AP AMU S, Aft
•001010{
••10 MSS

FROM THE ESTATE OF PAUL STEPHENS
Ford 5000 Dm Tractor, 2800 Hrs., Remote Valve, S.N.
326559. "Extra Nice"•E III Glamor Gas Combine, 10'
Platform w Pickup Reel And Header Control
is orrnoCorrtmescr--*Aid Cilrikir:..•Burch 9' Wheel Disc•Ford 31116 SPrld9 Trip Plow
•
Ford 3 Point Blade•Ford 727 Loader w Hyd. Bucket•
PM 7 Tine 3 Point Chisel Plow •3 Point Sub Soder•
Burch 4 Row Cultivator•3 Point Pond Scoop•8' Culti
Packer•300 Galion Pull Type Spray Rig a John Deere
1240 Planter w Fertilize Attachment•3 Horse Pump•
Lincoln 225 Weider•Own Ski Boat AndtTrailer w Lark
Ill Evinrudd motor.
•19157 Ford 2 TolbwGrain Bed And
Hoist. 2tugged•Other Tool Shed Misc.items

753-3445

Poison

Mail so that it reaches us no later than Feb 11
Your message will appear on Feb 14 Mail
coupon and check or money order to

lito lupe new
Muffled A/redid*,Overload
P.O. On 1040
Mom,hardy 42071

- Each And Every Piece Selling
At Absolute Auction!

C011.4Pt,ETE SETTL444F4SIXAY OF SALE!
• BANK LETTERFA MUSTII
----411fing Your Trucks And Trailers!!
James R Cash Loader Tractor
Available At No Chergent

Control

Your Nese Address
City

State

•

Zip

JAMES R. CASH

753-7588

The AUCTIONEER A REAL ESTATE BROKER

FANCY FARM KY
ISO?) 623 8166 OR (5021 623 61118
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES

•
411••••
--AMAIN&

-

AISINGISirodillomme

'

144

•

•
_
4.

-

•

•
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Green
dies; funeral
NN. ednesday
Mrs. Pearl Green, 81,
705 Chestnut St.. Murray, died today at 3:46
a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, Kelly
McKinley Green, died in
1964. She was a member
of the Elm Grove Baptist Church
Burn Nov. 25, 1903, in
Stewart County, Tenn..
she was the daughter of
the late Joe Arnold and
Amanda Nix Arnold.
She is survived by one
daughter. Mrs. Ellen
Elizabeth James,
Houston, Texas; one
son, Jean I. Green, 313South 13th St., Murray;
one brother. Floyd C.
Arnold. Hawaii; four
grandchildren; nine
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of the
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in the Murray City Cemtery.
Friends may call
from 3 to 9 p..m. Tuesday
at the funeral home.

Mrs. Cleaver
dies;'funeral
rites today
Services for Mrs. Onie
.Darnall Cleaver are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Horne.
John Dale and Reid
Bennett are officiating.
Jerry Bolls is directing
the song service with
singers from Seventh
and Poplar and Hickory
Grove Churches of
Christ.
Pallbearers are Elvin
Crouse, Danny Cleaver,
Darrell Cleaver, Anthony Thomas, Kenneth
Thomas and Gary Darnall, all grandsons.
Burial will follow- in
- the Darnall Cemetery in
Marshall County.
Mrs. Cleaver, 94. died
Saturday at 8:15 a.m. at
the West View Nursing
Home.
Her first husband,
Eugene Darnall, died in
1937, and her-. second
husband, Everett
Cleaver, died in May
1957. She also was
preceded in death by.
one daughter. Mrs. Robbie Knipp, in September
1983. and one son,
'Eugene Darnall, in
March 1967.
She was a member of
the Hickory Grove
Church of Christ. Born
May 29, 1890. in Henry
County, Tenn., she wasthe daughter of the late
Jesse Grubbs and Laura
.Wright Grubbs.
She is survived by
three daughters, Mrs.
Z.B. (Reba ) Crouse and
Mrs. CeCil (Josephine )
C)eaver, Rt. 2, Murray, and Mrs. Edward
(Geraldine ) Thomas,
Rt. 6. Murray; tw.o stepsons, Virgil Darnall, Rt.
2. Murray, and Paul
Gladwin,
Mich.; two sisters. Miss
Addie Grubbs. Riley
Court. Murray. and
Mrs. Minnie Myers,
Calvert City.
Twenty-four grandchildren. 48 greatgrandchildren and six
great -greatgrandchildren also
survive.

illiam

atson, 90, dies

William Ed Watson.
90, Lynn Grove, died
Saturday at 6:20 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he
was a member of the
Williams Chapel Church
of Christ.
Born Jan. 10, 1895, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Alvis Watson and Dora
Breckenridge Watson.
He is survived by one
son, Gene Watson, Lynn
Grove; two grandchildren, David Watson,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
and Mrs. Ellen Miller
Warner, Robins, Ga.;
one great-grandson.
Drew Watson, Cedar
Rapids.

Mrs. Adams' rites Sunday'

Mrs. Ellen Travis, 84, dies

Mrs. Ellen (Eileen) was the daughter of the
Also surviving are Travis, 84, died Satur- late William Biddle
and
three sisters, Miss Neva day at 12:30 a.m. at
the Mary O'Brien Biddle.
Watson and Mrs. home of her daughter.
Mrs. Travis is surlPivHorace Johnson, Mrs. Kathleen
Gentry, ed by her daughter,
Sedalia, and Mrs. Lois 907 Stratford, Murray.
Mrs. Gentry, atkd ofie
Mix, California; three
Her husband, J.D. grandson, William GenGraveside rites for
brothers, Bert Watson, Travis, died March 20, try, Murray; one sister. Mrs. Mary
Barber are
Miami, Okla., Hobert 1965. She was a member Mrs. Margaret Harr- today at 1:30
p.m. at the
Watson, Hopkinsville, of the Catholic Church. ington, London
, Louisville Memorial
and Tom Watson,
Born Dec. 27, 1900, in England; a sister-in- Gardens West,
Paducah.
London, England, she law, Mrs. Dolphy Louisville. The Rev.
The funeral will .be
(Laura) Travis, R.W. Dorsey is
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
Clarksville, Tenn.
officiating.
chapel of the J.H. ChurThree local surviving
The Blalock-Coleman
chill Funeral Home.
cousins are Mrs. Scott Funeral Home of MurHarold Irvan and
(Prot) McNabb, Mrs. ray is in charge of the
Weldon Thomas will
G.B. (Pauline) Jones arrangements.
officiate.
and Mrs. Hoffman
Mrs. Barber, 72, 216
Burial will follow in
Mrs. Daisy Rule, 88, (Mary Lou) Swann. Irvan St., Murray, died
the Salem Cemetery.
Rt. 1, Kirksey, died Sun- Several nieces and Sunday. at 8 a.m. at the
Friends may call at
day at 1:25 p.m. at the nephews in England Murray-Calloway Counthe funeral home after 6
ty Hospital.
Lake Haven Health also survive.
p.m. today (Monday).
• The funeral will be
A member of a BapCare Center, Benton.
She had been a Tuesday at 11 a.m. at St. tist Church, she was the
member of the Mt: John's Episcopal widow of Prince Albeat
Olivet Church of Christ Church. Fr. David Barber.
Born June 4, 1912, in
since 1913. She was the Robinson and Fr. Louis
daughter of the late Piskula will officiate. Union County, she was
(Carolyn) Holmes, Jessie and Mary Smith. Nancy Whitmer will be the daughter of the late
John Wheat and Louie
Paducah; two sons,
Mrs. Rule is survived organist.
Pallbearers will be Smith Wheat.
James Dale Armstrong, by three daughters,
She is survived by one
Paducah, and Ronald Mrs. George (Robbie) Fred Swarm, Dan Jones,
Lynn Armstrong, Wood- Van Meter, Kewanna, Tracy Harrington, Ben- son, Ken Barber and
bridge, Va.; four grand- Ind., Mrs. E.L. nie George, Robert wife, Joyce, 719 Elm St.,
children, Scott and (Josepkine) Partridge, Mabry and Jules Murray; four grandChristopher Holmes and Logansport, Ind., and Harcourt.
children, Keith Barber
Burial will follow in and wife,'Suellen,
Sharissa and Nicole Mrs. James (Lita) HenArmstrong.
drick, Marshall County. the Elm Grove Houston, Texas, Tim
Barber, Fargo, N.D.,
Also surviving are one
Also surviving are Cemetery.
Friends may call Mark Barber, Fort
sister, Mrs. Artelle five grandchildren; 10
(Eva Nell) Armstrong, great-grandchildren: from 4 to 9 p.m. today Lauderdale, Fla., and
Murray; two brothers, four great-great- (Monday) at the J.H. Stacie Barber, Murray.
Churchill Funeral
Howard Armstrong, grandchilare
The safety lamp was
Paducah, and the Rev.
The funer I will be Home. Prayers will be invented by Britain's Sir
Glen Armstrong. Wednesday at at 1 p.m. said at 4:30 p.m. today Humphrey‘Davy. It was
Beaver Dam.
in the chapel of the Col- (Monday) at the funeral first used in coal mines
The funeral will be lier Funeral Home, Ben- home.
in 1816.
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the ton. W.W. Hall will
chapel of the Blalock- officiate.
Coleman Funeral
8.8*. A.P.R.
Burial will follow in
Home, Murray. Burial the Mt. Olivet
Financing Rate on 5-10
will follow in the Spring Cemetery.
Pickups Through 3-31-85
Creek Cemetery.
41111
W TAYLOR CHEVROLET
Friends may call at
MWMIWM
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4
AV
753-2617 'SWAIM
-.111111WARRNMIWAIIM
the funeral home.
p.m. Tuesday.

Mrs. Barber
dies; mother,
Ken Barber

Mrs. Rule
dies; funeral
Wednesday

Jimmy Armstrong, 61 dies
James H. (Jimmy)
Armstrong, 61, Rt. 5,
Paducah, died Saturday
at 7:45 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
A veteran of World
War II, he was
employed at Martin
Marietta Energy
Systems, Inc.. Paducah.
He was a member and
deacon of the Lone Oak
First Baptist Church.
Born Jan. 11, 1924, in
vay County he was
---CiII-5\-—
the son of the late Elon
0. Armstrong and Lydia
Brownie Jones Armstrong. One son, Halton
Wayne Arm§trong, died
in 1947.
• .He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ruth Outland
Armstrong, to whom'he
was married on April 6,
1946; one daughter.
Mrs. Edward W.

Eet Your 2ove

Final rites for Mrs._
Gustava Adams are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the Roberts
Funeral Horne,
Mayfield. The Rev.
Charles Dinkins is
officiating.
Burial will follow in
the Highland Park
Cemetery there.
'Mrs. Adams, 74, Rt. 3.
Mayfield, died Friday at
9 p.m. at her home. A
retired employee of the
former Curlee Clothing
Co., she was a member
of the First Baptist
Church, Mayfield.
She is Survived by her
husband, Leon Adams;
four sons, Billy N.
Adams and Douglas
Adams, Mayfield, Paul
Adams, Elcajun._Calif.,
and Kenneth Adams,
Nashville, Tenn.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Floy

Caldwell, Murray, and
Mrs. Jewell Lee,
Aurora; seven
grandchildren.

Ahart rites
on Saturday
Final rites for
Thomas Ahart, Sr.,
were Saturday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral
Home.
The Rev. Randolph
Allen officiated.
Wendell Lovett was
organist.
Pallbearers were Judson Barnes, Frank
Scott, Johnny Scott,
Robert Neeble, Charles
Neeble and Danny
Brandon.
Burial was in the Murray Memorial Gardens.

Weather Breaking Sale
It's been too cold & icy to
get out, BUT now that the
weather is breaking(?) we are
celebrating with a sale you
have to come to!
Special Shipment and
Special Store Hours:
Sat. — All Day
* Sun. —'12-5

KirWs-43, Electroluxes
'75.00 - '350.00.

2 Year Warranty
Hoover & Eureka Uprights
'30.00

Murray
Vacuum Center
201 N. 5th

Lk/

699°

gltr
GENT'S BOLD
7 DIAMOND CLUSTER

SPARKLING 7 DIAMOND
CLUSTER WITH
SPLIT SHANK

Reg. 114'

Reg. 99'•

Expert Jewelry Repair
3 Full Time Jewelers
59 Years Combined Experience
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14K DIAMOND
A., HEART
Nr EARRINGS
hi. 24"

14K "TRIPLE" HERRINGBONE
8 DIAMOND
HEART WICHAIN
1110 CT. T.W.

14K

,PUFFED HEART
CHARM WITH
DIAMOND
•h.Is"

--C-A-4*rikkfic15
--00-555-85
- -5:0-55-5505
--

1190

HEAVY

MEDIUM HEAVY
16" 1299°

18"

Iteg. 199"

224"

Reg. WI"

WM>
VALENTINE
14K CHARMS

Mrs. Osborne
dies Sunday

YOUR CHOICE

LARGE SELECTION AT
SPECIAL
- PRICES

Mrs. Doris L.
Osborne. mother of
Harold R. (Dick)
Osborne, Rt. 8, Murray.
_died_ Sunda_y. at__ 1230
p.m; at her home. 135
Vim Dr.. Louisville.
She was 78 years of
age and 'a member of a
Baptist church.
Survrvors are one
daughter. Mrs. Doris
Cox, Virginia; four
sons. Harold of Murray,
and Delbert. Charles
and David Osborne.
Louisville; eight grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.
The burial service will
be' Tuesday at Bullitt
Lick -Cemetery in

14K LARGE OVAL
AMMITST a 2
DIAMONDS
Reg. 139"

STORE HOURS:
MON. TIIRU SAT. 9 TO S
OPEN FRI. 8:30 CLOSED SUN.
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